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Abstract

The stability and contraction properties of positive integral semigroups on
Polish spaces are investigated. We provide a novel analysis based on an exten-
sion of V -norm, Dobrushin-type, contraction techniques on functionally weighted
Banach spaces for Markov operators. These are applied to a general class of
positive and possibly time-inhomogeneous bounded integral semigroups and
their normalised versions. Under mild regularity conditions, the Lipschitz-type
contraction analysis presented in this article simplifies and extends several expo-
nential estimates developed in the literature. The spectral-type theorems that
we develop can also be seen as an extension of Perron-Frobenius and Krein-
Rutman theorems for positive operators to time-varying positive semigroups.
Incidentally, in the context of time-homogeneous models, the regularity condi-
tions discussed in the present article appears to be a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of leading eigenvalues. We review and illustrate in
detail the impact of these results in the context of positive semigroups arising in
transport theory, physics, mathematical biology and advanced signal processing.
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1 Introduction

Positive semigroups arise in a variety of areas of applied mathematics, including non-
linear filtering, rare event analysis, branching processes, mean field particle methods
and sequential Monte Carlo methodologies, physics and molecular chemistry. In this
article we will study the possibly time-inhomogeneous linear semigroup Qs,t and its
normalisation Φs,t, where 0 ď s ď t refers to a discrete or a continuous time parame-
ter, which are formally introduced in (3) and (4) below. Their interpretation depends
upon the application model area.

1. In signal processing, the normalised semigroup Φs,t depends on a random obser-
vation process and describes the solution to the nonlinear filtering equations, the
semigroup Qs,t represents the evolution of the unnormalised filters. In this con-
text, the stability of the semigroup Φs,t ensures that the optimal filter corrects
any wrong initial condition.

2. In the context of killed absorption processes, Φs,t represents the evolution of
the distribution of a given process conditioned on non-absorption (a.k.a. the Q-
process). In this context, the fixed point probability measure η8 “ Φ0,tpη8q of
time homogeneous semigroups is sometimes called the Yaglom or quasi-invariant
measure.

3. The conditional Markov processes discussed above also arise in risk analysis and
rare event simulation. In this context, these semigroups represent the evolution
of a conditional Markov process evolving in a rare event regime.

4. In quantum physics and molecular chemistry the top of the spectrum of positive
integral semigroups is related to ground state and free energy computations of
Schrödinger operators and Feynman-Kac semigroups (see for instance [75, 71]
and the relevant literature therein).

5. In dynamic population literature, the semigroups Qs,t represents the evolution
of the first moment of a spatial branching process. In this context, theses many-
to-one formulae are expressed in terms of Feynman-Kac semigroups connecting
the free evolution of a single individual with the killing and the branching rates
potential functions.

The details of these application areas are considered in [63, 67, 80] and the rele-
vant references therein. The spectral objects discussed above are naturally related
to the analysis of quasi-compact operators and Fredholm integral equations, see
for instance [9, 107, 119, 93, 151], as well as in large deviations principles associ-
ated with the occupation measures and related additive functional of Markov pro-
cesses [82, 89, 95, 182].
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1.1 Literature review

In order to guide the reader through the vast array of stability analysis results devel-
oped in these different disciplines, we give a brief overview of the literature in these
fields and provide some precise reference points aide with the navigation between
applications.

A unifying point of interest in the above applications is the study of the stability
of the afore-mentioned semigroups. In the context of dynamic populations, the long
time behavior of branching processes certainly goes back to the end of the 1940s
with the pioneering work of Yaglom [183] on Galton-Watson processes. The stability
analysis of time homogenous birth-and-death-type processes with absorption on finite
or countable spaces dates back to the 1950s-1960s with the pioneering works [128,
165] and the later developments [36, 59, 60, 105, 172]. Sufficient conditions ensuring
the existence of a quasi-invariant measure are also developed in [97, 138]. Powerful
spectral and h-process type techniques are also developed in [34, 104, 159], as well as
in [35, 56, 71, 104, 117]. Non asymptotic spectral techniques that apply to possibly
transient and unstable mutation-type linear diffusions that do not necessarily have a
gradient form and with a quadratic absorption rate are discussed in the more recent
work [71].

One of the first well-founded results on the long time behavior of the nonlinear
filtering equation is the seminal article by Ocone and Pardoux in the mid-1990s [154].
In this work the authors show that the optimal filter forgets the initial condition
without giving a non-asymptotic rate. This latter analysis is critical in the study
of, for instance, numerical algorithms such as the particle filter. The stability of
the nonlinear filtering equation is also related to the Lyapunov spectrum and the
asymptotic properties of products of random positive matrices [20, 21, 113, 118, 127,
101, 165]. In contrast with positive semigroups arising in physics and biology, the
stability analysis of the nonlinear filtering equation involves the study of sophisticated
stochastic semigroups that depend on the partial and noisy observations.

The systematic, non-asymptotic stability analysis of non-homogeneous sub-Marko-
vian and Feynman-Kac type semigroups on general state spaces has also been con-
sidered at the end of the 1990s, mainly in nonlinear filtering theory and rare event
analysis. Several techniques have been adopted. Hilbert metric and robustification
techniques, based on the seminal article by Birkhoff [15] was used in [8, 24, 58, 131,
155, 139, 140, 144, 156, 148]. On the other hand, Dobrushin’s ergodic coefficients,
based on the pioneering articles by Dobrushin [87], were used in [63, 67, 69, 70, 141,
142, 144, 148]. We also mention bounded Lipschitz distance techniques [141, 142]
and relative entropy-like criteria [51, 63, 79, 143]. Local Doeblin-type minorisation
conditions applying to non-compact spaces, including Foster-Lyapunov approaches
and coupling, that apply to ergodic signal-observation filtering problems, includ-
ing stable Gaussian-linear filtering models, are also discussed in the series of arti-
cles [90, 91, 103, 124, 125, 178, 180]. We also refer the reader to [174] for related
Lipschitz norm techniques as well as the more recent articles [12, 41, 100, 112] in
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the context of positivity preserving operators arising in particle absorption models
and quasi-invariant measure literature. Functional inequalities, including Poincaré
inequalities and Bakry-Emery criteria approaches are discussed in [153].

Spectral techniques, drift conditions and Wasserstein norm approaches for time-
homogenous models are also discussed respectively in [71, 73, 75, 132] as well as
in [179]. Further, two-sided minorisation conditions are discussed in [48, 49], see
also [63, 64, 67], and truncation-type techniques are presented in [57, 100, 116, 178].

General asymptotic stability results are also provided in [175]. Stabilising changes
of Feynman-Kac measures and related importance-sampling-type and h-process tech-
niques that apply to possibly unstable killed processes on unbounded domains are
also discussed in [12, 100, 163], see also [71] and well as section B.1 in [16] and in
section 7.1 in [72] in the context of discrete time models. The stability of the nonlin-
ear filtering equations with deterministic hyperbolic signals is also developed in the
recent article [155].

Despite the numerous references given in the introduction, a complete literature
review is not possible. For a more detailed discussion on this subject, we refer the
reader to [25, 50] for a review on the asymptotic stability of nonlinear filters, to
the bibliographies and reviews [55, 147, 158, 173] on the theory of quasi-stationary
distributions, the articles [67, 100] as well as the bibliography in [71] in quantum
physics, and the books [63, 64] for a detailed discussion on the long time stability of
Feynman-Kac semigroups.

The stability analysis of positive semigroups is also crucial in the convergence
analysis of numerical approximations of Feynman-Kac semigroups, including the com-
putation of the principal eigen-function and the leading eigenvalues in the context of
time homogeneous models (cf. for instance [75] as well as Theorem 2.11 and The-
orem 3.27 in [67] in the context of time varying semigroups). Despite their impor-
tance, the numerical implications are not covered in the present article. However,
to guide the reader, we end this section with some references to the literature on
mean-field-type particle methodologies currently used in this context. Mean field and
genetic-type particle methodologies are discussed in [52, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69], as well
as [7, 27, 28, 126, 163, 181], and [3, 4, 5, 53, 54, 45, 97, 176].

We also mention the pioneering articles from the mid-1950s by Rosenbluth and
Rosenbluth [162] on sampling self-avoiding walks and another from the mid-1980s by
Hetherington [120] on reconfiguration Monte-Carlo methods. These interacting Monte
Carlo methodologies were further extended by Caffarel and his co-authors in the series
of articles [29, 30, 31]. See also Buonaura-Sorella [26], as well as the pedagogical
introduction to quantum Monte Carlo by Caffarel-Assaraf [32]. Similar heuristic-type
boostrapping methodologies were also used in the mid-1990s in nonlinear filtering [106,
129, 130] and to simulate long chain molecules [108, 109]. See also [1, 110].

In the context of discrete generation positive semigroups arising in nonlinear fil-
tering and genetic-type algorithms, we refer the reader to the first well-founded arti-
cle [62]. To the best of our knowledge the first articles discussing uniform propagation
of chaos estimates with respect to the time parameter seem to be the articles [69, 70],
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followed by [67, 74, 75] and the book [63]. While all the Monte Carlo methods dis-
cussed above belong to the same class of genetic-type mutation-selection methodology
to estimate Feynman-Kac semigroups, they are known under a variety of different
names in the applied literature such as Sequential Monte Carlo methods, Particle Fil-
ters, Cloning and Pruning as well as Bootstrapping techniques, Diffusion Monte Carlo,
Population-Monte Carlo, Reconfiguration Monte Carlo, Moran and Fleming-Viot par-
ticle models, to name a few. Related reinforcement and self-interacting Markov chain
methodologies and related stochastic approximation-type techniques are presented
in [77, 78] and more recently in [14, 17, 145].

1.2 Contribution and structure

The main objective of this article is to further develop the stability analysis of positive
semigroups for a general and abstract class of time inhomogeneous models, which, in
general, are much more difficult to handle than their time homogeneous counterparts;
this is because the operators may drastically change during the semigroup evolution.
We will also tackle the problem of non-compact state spaces.

In the present article, we present a new unifying methodology that combines Do-
brushin ergodic coefficient techniques developed in [63, 64, 67, 69, 76] with the pow-
erful Foster-Lyapunov methodologies developed in the articles [12, 91, 100, 137, 178]
in the context of Feynman-Kac semigroups and nonlinear filtering. Our approach
relies on the contraction analysis of a class of triangular arrays of Markov semigroups
introduced in [67, 69, 76] in terms of the V -Dobrushin contraction-type ergodic the-
ory for Markov operators presented in [114] and further developed in a systematic
way in the book [80]. A brief review on this subject is provided in section 3.2. For
a more thorough discussion on these V -contraction coefficient principles, we refer to
section 8.2.5 in [80]. The triangular-array-type Markov semigroups discussed above
are described in section 1.5.

The article is structured as follows. In section 1.3 we introduce the notation that
will be used throughout and state our main results. Section 1.4 and section 1.5 are
dedicated to the detailed description of the semigroups considered in the article. The
regularity conditions used in our analysis are presented in section 1.6. The main
results of the article are described in section 2. In particular, in section 2.2, we
present the main results for time-inhomogeneous models, with a more refined analysis
of time homogeneous models being given in section 2.3. In section 3, we give a review
on integral operators, which connects to some of the major topics that have been
considered in the modern literature. Section 4 is dedicated to the proofs of the main
theorems presented in this article. The appendix houses most of our technical proofs.

1.3 Some basic notation

Let BpEq be the space of measurable functions on a Polish metric space pE, dq
equipped with its Borel σ-field E . With a slight abuse of notation, we denote by
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0 and 1 the null and unit scalars as well as the null and unit function on E.
We denote by B`pEq Ă BpEq the subspace of functions f such that infK f ą 0

for any compact set K Ă E, by BbpEq Ă BpEq the subspace of bounded measurable
functions, and by B0pEq Ă BbpEq the subspace of functions f that vanish at infinity;
that is, for any ε ą 0 the set tf ě εu is compact.

We also let CpEq Ă BpEq be the subset of continuous functions, CbpEq Ă CpEq the
subset of bounded continuous functions and C0pEq Ă CbpEq the subspace of functions
that vanish at infinity.

In the further development of the article V ě 1 stands for some locally bounded
measurable function. We let BV pEq Ă BpEq be the Banach space of functions f with
}f}V :“ }f{V } ă 8, and we set B`V pEq :“ B`pEq XBV pEq. We also consider the sets

B0,V pEq :“ tf P BpEq : f{V P B0pEqu B`0,V pEq :“ B0,V pEq X B`pEq
CV pEq :“ CpEq X BV pEq C0,V pEq :“ CpEq X B0,V pEq.

We also denote by MpEq the set of signed Radon measures µ on E and by
MV pEq Ă PpEq the subset of measures µ P MpEq such that |µ|pV q ă 8, where
|µ| :“ µ` ` µ´ stands for with the total variation measure associated with a Hahn-
Jordan decomposition µ “ µ`´µ´ of the measure. We also let PV pEq ĂMV pEq the
set of probability measures µ P PpEq such that µpV q ă 8.

We define the duality map, as well as the right and dual left action of a bounded
integral operator Q using the classical measure theoretic notation, as follows:

pµ, fq P pMV pEq ˆ BV pEqq ÞÑ µpfq P R with µpfq :“

ż

fpxqµpdxq

f P BV pEq ÞÑ Qpfq P BV pEq with Qpfqpxq :“

ż

Qpx, dyq fpyq (1)

µ PMV pEq ÞÑ µQ PMV pEq with µQpdyq :“

ż

µpdxq Qpx, dyq.

Given a pair of integral operators pQ1, Q2q, we denote by Q1Q2 the integral composi-
tion operator defined by

pQ1Q2qpx, dzq “

ż

Q1px, dyq Q2py, dzq.

We denote by I the identity integral operator. We say that Q is positive if Qpfq ě 0
whenever f ě 0. Whenever Qp1q ď 1 we say that Q is sub-Markovian, and Q is
said to be Markovian when Qp1q “ 1. We associate with a function H ą 0 the
Boltzmann-Gibbs transformation

ΨH : µ P PV pEq ÞÑ ΨHpµq P PV {HpEq (2)

defined by

ΨHpµqpdxq :“
Hpxq µpdxq

µpHq
.
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We let T “ R` :“ r0,8r or T “ N be the continuous or discrete time space,
respectively. For a given time horizon t P T , we set Tt :“ T X r0, ts. Given some
τ P T with τ ą 0, we consider the time mesh T pτq :“ tnτ : n P Nu and we set
Ttpτq “ T pτq X r0, ts. We also consider for any s ď t the τ -intervals

rs, tsτ “ T pτq X rs, ts and rs, trτ“ T pτq X rs, tr.

When f “ 1A is the indicator function of some set A P E , we will sometimes
slightly abuse notation and write µpAq instead of µp1Aq. We also set a^ b “ minpa, bq
and a_ b “ maxpa, bq, for a, b P R and we use the conventions

˜

ÿ

H

,
ź

H

¸

“ p0, 1q and

ˆ

sup
H

, inf
H

˙

“ p´8,`8q.

1.4 Positive integral semigroups

Let Qs,t be a collection of positive integral operators from BV pEq to BV pEq, indexed
by parameters s, t P T with s ď t, and satisfying for any s, u, t P T , s ď u ď t, the
semigroup property

Qs,uQu,t “ Qs,t with Qs,s “ I. (3)

Assume that Qt,t`τ p1q ą 0 for some τ ą 0 and any t P T . This irreducibility con-
dition ensures that Qt,t`τ pfq ą 0 for any f ą 0. In the discrete time setting, this
condition can be relaxed up to some modification of the state space; see for instance
the construction in [63, section 4.4], as well as the one dimensional neutron trans-
port model discussed in [63, Example 4.4.3] and the soft and hard obstacle models
discussed in [65, 73].

For sub-Markovian time homogeneous semigroups Qt,t`τ “ Q0,τ the Borel set
tQ0,τ p1q “ 0u can be taken to be part of an absorbing set. In this context, to analyse
the behavior of a non absorbed particle there is no loss of generality in assuming that
Q0,τ p1q ą 0.

In discrete time settings, up to a time-rescaling, there is no loss of generality in
assuming that τ “ 1. In addition, continuous time models satisfying Qt,t`τ p1q ą 0
for a particular τ ą 0 can be encapsulated by the discrete time setting via the time
discretisation T pτq.

The continuous time models considered in the present article are assumed to satisfy
Qt,t`sp1q ą 0 for any s ą 0. For both continuous and discrete time models, unless
otherwise is stated, we shall denote by τ ą 0 a given and fixed parameter belonging
to the continuous or the discrete time index set T such that Qt,t`τ p1q ą 0. From our
discussion above, this parameter can be chosen τ “ 1 in discrete time settings, and
by any parameter τ ą 0 in the continuous time framework.

We emphasise that the analysis of continuous time models is sometimes based on
a discrete time approach based on regularity conditions that depend on the parameter
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τ chosen by the user. In this context, the analysis is performed at the level of the
τ -discretised model and the estimation constants presented in our results may depend
on the parameter τ .

For any s, t P T with s ď t and for any measure ηs P PV pEq we let Φs,tpηsq P PV pEq
be the normalised distribution defined for any f P BV pEq by the formula

Φs,tpηsqpfq :“ ηsQs,tpfq{ηsQs,tp1q. (4)

The mapping Φs,t is a well defined nonlinear map from PV pEq into PV pEq satisfying
for any s, u, t P T with s ď u ď t the semigroup property

Φs,t “ Φu,t ˝ Φs,u with Φs,spµq “ µ.

Unless otherwise stated, all the semigroups discussed in this article are indexed by
conformal indices s ď t in the set T . To avoid repetition, we often write Qs,t and Φs,t

without specifying the order s ď t of the indices s, t P T .
For a given a function W ě 0 and some probability measure η on E we shall

denote by κ´W pηq, λ
´pηq P r0,`8r and κW pηq, λpηq P r0,`8s the parameters

κ´W pηq :“ inf Φs,tpηqpW q ď κW pηq :“ sup Φs,tpηqpW q
λ´pηq :“ inf Φs,tpηqpQt,t`τ p1qq ď λpηq :“ sup Φs,tpηqpQt,t`τ p1qq.

In the above display, the infimum and the supremum are taken over all indices ps, tq
such that t P T pτq and s P Ttpτq.

The unnormalised and the normalised semigroups Qs,t and Φs,t are connected for
any µ PMV pEq, f P BV pEq and s, t P T by the formula

µQs,tpfq “ Φs,tpµqpfq
ź

uPrs,trτ

Φs,upµqpQu,u`τ p1qq. (5)

The above formula coincides with the product formula relating the unnormalised
operators Qs,t with the normalised semigroup Φs,t discussed in [67, section 1.3.2], see
also [63, proposition 2.3.1] and [64, section 12.2.1]. For time homogeneous models we
use the notation

pΦt, Qtq :“ pΦ0,t, Q0,tq.

In this setting, the product formula (5) reduces to

µpQtpfqq “ Φtpµqpfq
ź

sPr0,trτ

ΦspµqpQτ p1qq. (6)

The general abstract class of time varying semigroups discussed above encapsulates
most of the regular discrete or continuous time-varying stochastic models encountered
in physics, biology and signal processing, including path-space and genealogical tree
based models [3, 63, 64, 74].

In contrast with conventional Hilbert space approaches to the stability of reversible
Markov semigroups (cf. for instance [22, 84, 85, 136]), the analysis of time varying
models does not rely on a particular reversible measure. The framework of weighted
spaces and V -norms considered in the article is a natural but non-unique framework
to analyse time-varying positive semigroups.
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1.5 A class of R-semigroups

Fix a measure η0 P PV pEq and a positive function H P B`V pEq, for some locally
bounded function V ě 1. We associate with these objects the functions Hs,t and the
normalised semigroups Qs,t defined for any s, t P T by the formulae

Hs,t :“ Qs,tpHq with Qs,tpfq :“ Qs,tpfq{ηsQs,tp1q and ηs “ Φ0,spη0q. (7)

From the definitions, it follows that

ηsQs,t “ ηt and Qs,uQu,t “ Qs,t as well as ηspHs,tq “ ηtpHq and Ht,t “ H, (8)

and
Qs,vpHv,tq “ λs,v Hs,t with λs,v :“ ηsQs,vp1q “ λs,u λu,v.

We also set

λ´pη0q ď λ´ :“ inf
tPT pτq

ηtpQt,t`τ p1qq ď λ :“ sup
tPT pτq

ηtpQt,t`τ p1qq ď λpη0q. (9)

Definition 1.1. We define the triangular array of Markov operators R
ptq
u,v, indexed by

the parameter 0 ď u ď v ď t and t P T , for any f P BbpEq by

Rptqu,vpfq :“
Qu,vpf Qv,tpHqq

Qu,vpQv,tpHqq
“

1

λu,v Hu,t

Qu,vpHv,tfq. (10)

For any given time horizon t P T and any s ď u ď v ď t, we have the semigroup
property

Rptqs,v “ Rptqs,uR
ptq
u,v and Rptqs,s “ I.

This shows that R
ptq
u,vpx, dyq can be interpreted as the Markov transition of a stochastic

flow X
ptq
u,vpxq on the time interval Tt. In the further development of the article we use

the terminology R-semigroup and R-process to refer to these objects.
Several remarks are of interest here:

1. The stability properties of these stochastic models plays a crucial role in the
analysis of positive operators. An illustration in the context of coupled harmonic
oscillators arising in physics is discussed in (65).

2. The use of these triangular arrays of Markov semigroups in the stability analysis
of the time varying positive semigroups has been considered in [67, 69, 70, 76]
and more recently in [44] in the context of Feynman-Kac semigroups and when
H “ 1. We also refer the reader to chapter 4 in [63], and chapter 12 in [64]
for a systematic analysis of the contraction properties of these semigroups with
respect to the total variation norm.
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3. The same class of R-semigroups associated with some positive function H are
also discussed in the article [12] in the context of time-homogeneous sub-Marko-
vian models, under different set of regularity conditions. We shall discuss these
conditions in section 2.4.

4. The interpretation of the R-semigroups depends on the application. For time
homogeneous semigroups, the R-semigroups associated with the positive eigen-
state H “ h of the semigroup Qt coincides with the semigroup of the so-called
h-process, see for instance (47) and (50). In the context of nonlinear filtering
with H “ 1, these semigroups represent the forward evolution of the optimal
smoother on some observation time interval [67, 69, 70]. In branching processes
theory, these semigroups reflect the evolution of an auxiliary process often used
to describe the ancestral lineage of an individual [13, 146]. The link between
these seemingly disconnected subjects is the so-called many-to-one formula con-
necting the first moment of the occupation measure of a spatial branching pro-
cess with a Feynman-Kac semigroup (see for instance [13, 146], as well as section
1.4.4 in [63] and section 28.4 in [80]).

We now provide some important Markov transport formulae relating the semi-
groups introduced so far. The first formula connecting the R-semigroup with the flow
of measures ηu “ Φs,upηsq is given by

ΨHs,t pηsqR
ptq
s,upfq “

ηspQs,upHu,tfqq

ηspQs,upHu,tqq
“
ηupHu,tfq

ηupHu,tq

This yields the formula
ΨHs,t pηsqR

ptq
s,u “ ΨHu,t pηuq .

Choosing u “ t and ηs “ η so that ηt “ Φs,tpηq in the above display, we obtain the
following lemma.

Lemma 1.2. For any t P T and s P Tt and any η P PV pEq we have

ΨH pΦs,tpηqq “ ΨHs,tpηqR
ptq
s,t and ηspHs,tq ΨHs,t pηsq p1{Hs,tq “ 1, (11)

with the flow of probability measures

@0 ď s ď u ď t ηu :“ Φ0,upη0q “ Φs,upηsq and ΨHs,t pηsqR
ptq
s,u “ ΨHu,t pηuq .

1.6 Regularity conditions

Let us begin with our first regularity condition.

pH0q There exists a non-increasing function θ : r1,8rÑ R`, a constant r0 ě 0
and a function α : r P rr0,8r ÞÑ αprq P s0, 1s such that for any t P T , s ` τ P Tt and
r ě r0 we have

sup
Vθpxq_Vθpyqďr

›

›

›
δxR

ptq
s,s`τ ´ δyR

ptq
s,s`τ

›

›

›

tv
ď 1´ αprq with Vθ :“ 1{θpV q. (12)
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The condition (12) is satisfied for some parameter αprq P s0, 1s if and only if the
following minorisation condition holds

@t P T @s` τ P Tt @r ě r0 @px, yq P E2 : Vθpxq _ Vθpyq ď r

Dν P PpEq such that δxR
ptq
s,s`τ ě αprq ν and δyR

ptq
s,s`τ ě αprq ν.

Note that the measure ν in the above display may depend upon the parameters px, yq
as well as pr, s, t, τq. The strength of the above condition depends on the choice of the
functions V . For instance, we remark that (12) is satisfied for the unit function V “
1 “ r0 and the function θpvq “ 1{v if and only if the following uniform minorisation
condition holds

@t P T @s` τ P Tt @px, yq P E2

Dν P PpEq such that δxR
ptq
s,s`τ ě αp1q ν and δyR

ptq
s,s`τ ě αp1q ν.

(13)

This latter condition provides a practical and natural way to check condition pH0q.
For Markovian semigroups, this condition reduces to the well-known Dobrushin’s con-
dition [87]. In addition, when the measure ν in (13) does not depend on the state
variables px1, x2q, condition (13) coincides with Doeblin’s condition [86]. To the best of

our knowledge, the use of the triangular arrays R
ptq
s,u and the extension of Dobrushin’s

contraction stability theory to time-varying and possibly random positive semigroups
go back to the end of the 1990s with the article [70], see also [67, 69, 76] as well as
the books [63, 64] and references therein.

Dobrushin’s and Doeblin’s conditions are popular conditions in probability theory.
They are not always easily checked but are met for a large class of discrete or contin-
uous time irreducible stochastic processes, mainly on compact domains. For instance,
in the context of continuous time sub-Markovian semigroups this condition is satisfied
for elliptic diffusions on compact manifolds killed at a bounded rate, as well as elliptic
diffusions killed at the boundary of a bounded domain, cf. [76, Proposition 3.1] and
[61, Lemma 3]. Combining the proof of [76, Proposition 3.1] with the two-sided esti-
mates presented in [11, Lemma 3.3], one can check that (13) is also met for reflected
one-dimensional diffusions killed at a bounded rate on some compact interval.

Condition (13) is also met for absorbed time homogenous neutron transport pro-
cesses for sufficiently smooth domains with an absorbing boundary, as well as for time
varying multidimensional birth and death processes with mass extinction, see [38,
sections 4.1 & 4.2]. Further examples of sub-Markovian semigroups satisfying (13)
are discussed in [63, 64, 67]. See also [65, 73, 43, 44]. Sufficient conditions and further
examples are discussed in section 2.4.

Apart from the fact that the uniform minorisation condition (13) is met for some
particular classes of operators on non-compact spaces (including for ad-hoc truncated
drift Gaussian transitions or Laplace-type transitions on non-compact spaces - see [67,
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section 5] and [63, exercise 3.5.2]) it is rarely satisfied for non-compact state spaces
and thus our starting point is to localise the uniform minorisation condition (13).

Next, we consider a locally bounded function V with compact level sets. Note
that in this case the function θpV q vanishes at infinity and Vθ also has compact level
sets defined by

@ 0 ă ε ă ε0 :“ θpinfE V q

Vε :“ tV ď rεu “ tθpV q ě εu “ tVθ ď 1{εu “ H with inf
E
V ă rε :“ θ´1

pεq.
(14)

Note that the bounded compactness level set condition ensures that V is necessarily
lower-semicontinuous and its infimum on every compact set is attained.

In this notation, condition (12) is satisfied for some r0 ě θ´1pε0q if and only if the
following local minorisation condition holds

@ 0 ă ε ď θpr0q @t P T @s` τ P Tt @px, yq P V2
ε

Dν P PpEq such that δxR
ptq
s,s`τ ě αprεq ν and δyR

ptq
s,s`τ ě αprεq ν.

(15)

Note that the measure ν in the above display may depend upon the parameters px, yq
and pr0, s, t, τq as well as on the level set parameter 0 ă ε ď θpr0q.

The local Doeblin-type minorisation condition discussed above is rather standard
in the stability analysis of Markov semigroups (see for instance [150, Theorem 6.15],
[171, Proposition 2], and [149, Theorem 16.2.3]).

We strengthen this local minorisation property with the following condition.

pH1q Condition pH0q is met for some pα, θq and some locally bounded function
V ě 1 with compact level sets. For any t P T and µ P PV pEq we have

Qt,t`τ pV q{V ď θpV q as well as κV pµq ă 8 and λ´ ą 0. (16)

In addition, there exists some εH ą 0 such that for any 0 ă ε ď εH we have

ςεpHq :“ inf
tPT pτq

inf
sPTtpτq

inf
Vε

Hs,t ą 0 and |||H|||V :“ sup
tPT pτq

sup
sPTtpτq

}Hs,t}V ă 8. (17)

Whenever pH1q is satisfied, by replacing H with H{|||H|||V , there is no loss of
generality if we assume that }Hs,t}V ď 1, so that

Hs,t ď V for any s, t P T pτq and |||H|||V ď 1.

Note that condition pH1q depends on the choice of the functions V and Hs,t, with
the latter, defined in (7), further depending on the choice of the function H and the
initial probability mesure η0.
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Also note that the growth/Lyapunov condition stated in the left-hand side of (16)
is satisfied with θpvq “ v´δ as soon as

Qτ pV q{V
1´δ

P BbpEq for some 0 ă δ ă 1. (18)

Several ways to design functions V satisfying the above condition are discussed in
section 3.3.

In the context of sub-Markovian semigroups arising in the literature, we emphasise
that these growth conditions don’t impose that the underlying free evolution is stable.
For a more thorough discussion on this subject, we refer to the analysis of the harmonic
oscillator (63) and the illustrations provided in the end of section 3.3.

Checking the estimates (17) may involve delicate calculations. For time homo-
geneous models, condition pH1q is equivalent to the existence of a leading eigen-pair
of the positive semigroup (cf. for instance Theorem 2.16). For a more thorough
discussion, we refer to section 2.3 dedicated to time homogenous models.

Next we present another stronger but simpler and more tractable condition that
applies to absolutely continuous semigroups.

pH2q : For any t P T , the positive operator Qt,t`τ has the form

Qt,t`τ px, dyq “ qt,t`τ px, yq ντ pdyq and Qt,t`τ pV q{V ď θpV q (19)

for some non-increasing function θ : r1,8rÑ R` and some locally bounded function
V ě 1 with compact level sets. In the above display, qt,t`τ is a density with respect to
some Radon positive measure ντ on E, such that for some ε1 ą 0 and any 0 ă ε ď ε1
we have

0 ă ι´ε :“ inf
tPT

inf
V2
ε

qt,t`τ ď ιε :“ sup
tPT

sup
V2
ε

qt,t`τ ă 8 and 0 ă ντ pVεq ă 8. (20)

For time homogeneous models qt,t`τ “ qτ condition (20) is clearly met as soon as
qτ is a positive continuous density on the compact sets V2

ε . These absolutely contin-
uous integral operators arise in a natural way in discrete time settings [63, 67] and
continuous time elliptic diffusion-type absorption models [6, 98, 99, 168]. In connec-
tion to this, two-sided estimates for stable-like processes are provided in [167, 177].
See also [19, 134]. Two sided Gaussian-type estimates can also be obtained for some
classes of degenerate diffusion processes of rank 2, that is when the Poisson brackets
of the first order span the whole space [135]. This class of diffusions includes fric-
tionless Hamiltonian kinetic models. Diffusion density estimates can be extended to
sub-Markovian semigroups using the multiplicative functional methodology developed
in [76]. Jump type models can be handled directly from pH1q or using the methodology
and minorisation conditions discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.3.

The following lemma will help us to establish the link between the hypotheses
pH0q, pH1q and pH2q. It is a slight modification of [178, Proposition 1 & Lemma 10],
based on technical approaches from [91] in the context of nonlinear filtering stability.
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Lemma 1.3. Assume that (19) and (20) are satisfied. In this situation, (17) is
satisfied with εH :“ θpηpV q ` 1q. In addition, for any η P PV pEq we have

0 ă κ´Hpηq ď κV pηq ă 8 and 0 ă λ´pηq ď λpηq ă 8. (21)

For the convenience of the reader a detailed proof in our context is provided in
the appendix, see section A.1. The above lemma also ensures for any bounded f ě 0,
x P Vε and 0 ă ε ď εH :“ θpηpV q ` 1q we have

R
ptq
s,s`τ pfqpxq ě

ι´ε
λ |||H|||V

ντ p1VεHs`τ,tfq ě
ι´ε ςεpHqντ pVεq
λ |||H|||V

ντ p1VεHs`τ,tfq

ντ p1VεHs`τ,tq
,

which implies (12). Thus, the above lemma ensures that

pH2q ùñ ppH1q with εH “ θpηpV q ` 1qq ùñ pH0q.

2 Statement of the main results

2.1 A uniform stability theorem

This short section is concerned with a brief review on the stability properties of the
non-linear semigroup Φs,t under the uniform minorisation condition (13). The main
objective of this article is to extend these results to more general classes of models
satisfying the local minorisation condition stated in (15). We recall the rather well
known strong stability theorem which is valid on abstract measurable state spaces.

Theorem 2.1 ([67, 69, 70]). Let pE, Eq be a measurable state space. Assume that
(13) is satisfied and H “ 1. Then for any s, t P T and any probability measures
µ, η P PpEq we have the uniform stability estimate

}Φs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηq}tv ď p1´ αp1qq
pt´sq{τ . (22)

In addition, for any µ1, µ2 P PpEq we have the local Lipschitz estimate

}Φs,tpµ1q ´ Φs,tpµ2q}tv ď
}Qs,tp1q}

µ1pQs,tp1qq _ µ2pQs,tp1qq
p1´ αp1qqpt´sq{τ}µ1 ´ µ2}tv. (23)

A detailed and remarkably simple proof of the above theorem based on the non-
linear transport formula (11) is provided in [67] (cf. for instance Theorem 2.3), see
also [69, Lemma 2.1 & Lemma 2.3], [76, Lemma 2.1 & Proposition 2.3], [64, sec-
tion 12.2], [67, section 2.1.2 & section 3.1.3] and [63, section 4]. The key semigroup
oscillation formula [67, Theorem 2.3], [76, Proposition 2.3] connecting the uniform
exponential decay (22) with Dobrushin’s ergodic coefficient of the R-semigroup when
H “ 1 defined in section 3.2 is given by

sup
pµ,ηqPPpEq2

}Φs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηq}tv “ sup
px,yqPE2

}δxR
ptq
s,t ´ δyR

ptq
s,t}tv.
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The above formula shows that the uniform exponential decays (22) are dictated by

the contraction properties of the triangular arrays R
ptq
s,u. An extended version of the

above theorem for general relative entropy criteria is provided in [63, section 4.3.1].
For the rest of this section, we place ourselves in the time homogeneous setting

and E stands for an abstract measurable state space. In this case, a variety of results
follows almost immediately from the uniform estimates obtained in this theorem.
Before stating them, we first discuss some relevant properties of time homogeneous
models.

The uniform estimate (22) implies that Φtpµq is a Cauchy sequence in the complete
set of probability measures PpEq equipped with the total variation distance. Thus, for
any µ, the flow Φtpµq converges, as t Ñ 8, exponentially fast to a single probability
measure η8 P PpEq. Using the fixed point equation, for any s, t P T we readily check
that

η8pQs`tp1qq “ η8pQsp1qq η8pQtp1qq.

Thus for any t P T we have the exponential formula

η8pQtp1qq “ eρt for some ρ P R. (24)

Choosing η0 “ η8 in (7) and using (6) for any t P T pτq we check that

µQtp1q “
ź

sPr0,trτ

 

1`
“

ΦspµqpQτ p1qq ´ Φspη8qpQτ p1qq
‰(

. (25)

The exponential version of the above formula in the context of sub-Markovian semi-
groups with soft killing is discussed in (60).

Conversely, by (22) for any n ě 1 we have
ÿ

sPT pτq

ˇ

ˇΦspµqpQτ p1qq ´ Φspη8qpQτ p1qq
ˇ

ˇ

n
ă 8

as well as

}Qtp1q} ď
ź

sPT pτq

`

1` p1´ αp1qqs{τ}Qτ p1q}{η8Qτ p1q
˘

ă 8.

The two estimates discussed above ensure that µQtp1q converges, as T pτq Q t Ñ 8,
to a non zero number and we have

0 ă inf
tPT pτq

µpQtp1qq ď sup
tPT pτq

}Qtp1q} ă 8. (26)

Note that the convergence of the series ensures that ΦtpµqpQτ p1qq ÝÑtÑ8 1. Also
observe that (26) implies that

@µ P PpEq qpµq :“ sup
tPT pτq

}Qtp1q}{µpQtp1qq ă 8.

We are now in a position to state our first corollary of Theorem 2.1.
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Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, for any µ, η P PpEq and
t P T we have the local contraction estimate

}Φtpµq ´ Φtpηq}tv ď pqpµq ^ qpηqq p1´ αp1qq
t{τ
}µ´ η}tv. (27)

Choosing µ “ δx in (25), we also readily check that there exists h P BbpEq such
that η8phq “ 1 and

lim
tÑ8

Qtp1qpxq “ lim
tÑ8

Qtp1qpxq “ hpxq ą 0.

By the dominated convergence theorem, for any s P T this implies that

Qs`tp1qpxq “ QspQtp1qqpxq ÝÑtÑ8 hpxq “ Qsphqpxq. (28)

Choosing H “ h in (10), formula (11) reads

ΨhpΦtpηqq “ ΨhpηqP
h
t with P h

s pfq :“ Qsphfq{Qsphq “ R
ptq
0,spfq. (29)

Note that h P CbpEq as soon as Qτ pBbpEqq Ă CbpEq. Also observe that

δxP
h
t “ Ψh pΦtpδxqq .

The second corollary is now a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there exists a positive func-
tion h P BbpEq and a constant ρ P R such that for any t P T we have

Qtphq “ eρt h and ηh8P
h
t “ ηh8 with ηh8 :“ Ψhpη8q. (30)

In addition, we have the total variation exponential decays

}δxP
h
t ´ η

h
8}tv ď

}h}

η8phq
p1´ αp1qqt{τ . (31)

Using (26) and applying the uniform estimate (22) to µ “ δx and η “ η8 for any
s, t P T and x P E we have

|Qt`sp1qpxq{Qtp1qpxq ´ 1| “ |ΦtpδxqpQsp1qq ´ 1| ď 2 qpη8q p1´ αp1qq
t{τ .

This implies that

}Qtp1q ´ h{η8phq} “ lim
sÑ8

}Qtp1q ´Qt`sp1q} ď 2 qpη8q
2
p1´ αp1qqt{τ .

On the other hand, for any f P BbpEq and x P E we have

|Qtpfqpxq ´
hpxq

η8phq
η8pfq| ď }f} |Qtp1qpxq ´ hpxq{η8phq|

`
}h}

η8phq
}Φtpδxqpfq ´ η8pfq|,

which leads us to our final corollary of the section.
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Corollary 2.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.3, we have the operator norm
exponential decays

sup
}f}ď1

›

›

›

›

Qtpfq ´
h

η8phq
η8pfq

›

›

›

›

ď 2 p1´ αp1qqt{τ
`

}h}{η8phq ` qpη8q
2
˘

, (32)

as well as for any s, t P T and η P PpEq the uniform total variation estimates

}ΨQtp1qpΦspηqq ´Ψhpη8q}tv

ď qpη8q p1´ αp1qq
s{τ
` 2 p1´ αp1qqt{τ

`

}h}{η8phq ` qpη8q
2
˘

.
(33)

The last assertion comes from the decomposition

η0 “ η8 ùñ ΨQtp1qpµqpfq ´Ψhpη8qpfq

“ rΨQtp1q
pµq ´ΨQtp1q

pη8qspfq ` η8pfpQtp1q ´ h{η8phqqq.

The estimate (33) is often used in the analysis of the ergodic properties of particle
absorption models, see for instance [40, 115] as well as equation (62) in the present
article.

The above corollary can be interpreted as an extended version of the Krein-Rutman
theorem to positive semigroups satisfying the uniform minorisation condition (13). In
this connection, note that (32) readily yields the uniqueness of the eigenfunction h
(up to some constant). Indeed, by (32) we have

`

@t P T Qtpgq “ g P BV pEq
˘

ùñ g “
η8pgq

η8phq
h.

Defining the finite rank (and hence compact) operator

Ttpfq :“ eρt
h

η8phq
η8pfq,

we also have

lim
tÑ8

|||Qt ´ Tt|||
1{t

ď eρ p1´ αp1qq1{τ

ă eρ “ η8pQtp1qq
1{t
ď }Qtp1q}

1{t
ÝÑtÑ8 lim

tÑ8
|||Qt|||

1{t (34)

where |||¨||| denotes the operator norm. The estimates stated in (34) ensure that the
essential spectral radius of Qt is strictly smaller than its spectral radius. For a more
thorough discussion on these spectral quantities, we refer to section 3.4.

A more refined analysis under weaker conditions, including exponential stability
theorems and contraction properties of time homogeneous semigroups, is provided in
section 2.3.
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2.2 Contraction of R-semigroups

We now present the first main result of the article, the proof of which can be found
in section 4.1.

Theorem 2.5. Assume that pH1q is satisfied. Then there exist constants a ă 8 and
b ą 0 such that for any t P T , s, u P Tt and µ, η P PV {Hs,t, we have the uniform
contraction estimate

}µRptqs,u ´ ηR
ptq
s,u}V {Hu,t ď a e´bpu´sq }µ´ η}V {Hs,t . (35)

Remark 2.6. As we shall see in Lemma 4.1, condition pH1q also ensures the existence
of some 0 ă ε ă 1 and some constant c ą 0 such that for any time horizon t P T and
any s` τ P Tt we have the Lyapunov estimate

R
ptq
s,s`τ pV {Hs`τ,tq ď ε V {Hs,t ` c. (36)

In this direction, we also emphasise that the main ingredient of the proof of Theorem
2.5 is the V -contraction for Markov operators discussed in Lemma 3.2.

The estimate on the left-hand side of (17) allows one to control, uniformly with
respect to the time parameter, the quantities µpHs,tq in terms of the parameters µpV q,
for any µ P PV pEq. Since these uniform estimates will be used several times in the
sequel, we present them here in a general form. Applying the Markov inequality, for
any µ P PV pEq the left-hand side condition in (17) ensures the existence of some n ě 1
and some δn ą 0 such that

εn “ θpµpV q ` nq ď εH and µpHs,tq ě δn µ pVεnq ě
δn

1` µpV q{n
ą 0. (37)

We conclude that

pH1q ùñ µ P PV pEq 0 ă ωHpµq :“ inf
tPT pτq

inf
sPTtpτq

µpHs,tq ď µpV q. (38)

Similarly, we check that the condition κV pµq ă 8 ensures the tightness of sequence
of measures Φs,tpµq indexed by s, t P T , for any µ P PV pEq. In the same vein, by (9),
condition pH1q ensures that the flow of measures ηt is tight. Thus, choosing

εn “ θpηpV q ` nq ď εH with ηpV q :“ sup
tPT pτq

ηtpV q

we also check that

η´pHq :“ inf
tPT pτq

ηtpHq ě ςεnpHq{p1` ηpV q{nq ą 0.

Arguing as above we present a simple way to check that λ´ ą 0. Assume that
inftPT Qt,t`τ p1q ě gτ ą 0 for some continuous function gτ ą 0. As a result, we have
that

ηpV qď κV pη0q ă 8 ùñ λ´ ą 0.
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The right-hand side assertion follows from the fact that

εn “ θpηpV q ` nq ùñ ηtpQt,t`τ p1qq ě
infVεn gτ

1` ηpV q{n
ą 0.

We are now in position to discuss some direct consequences of the above theorem.
The first corollary and its time homogeneous version discussed in Corollary 2.20 can
be interpreted as an extended version of the Krein-Rutman theorem to time varying
positive semigroups.

Corollary 2.7. Assume that pH1q is satisfied. Then there exists some finite constant
c ă 8 such that for any t P T and s P Tt we have the operator norm exponential decay

sup
}f}V ď1

›

›

›

›

Qs,tpfq ´
Hs,t

ηspHs,tq
ηtpfq

›

›

›

›

V

ď a e´bpt´sq p1` |||H|||V ηpV q{η´pHqq,

where pa, bq were defined in (35).

Proof. Using (8) and (11) we check that

ΨHs,t pηsqR
ptq
s,tpf{Hq “ Φs,tpηsqpfq{Φs,tpηsqpHq “ ηtpfq{ηtpHq.

This yields the decomposition

Qs,tpfqpxq ´
Hs,t

ηspHs,tq
ηtpfq “ Hs,tpxq

´

R
ptq
s,tpf{Hq ´ΨHs,t pηsqR

ptq
s,tpf{Hq

¯

Applying (35) to u “ t, µ “ δx and η “ ΨHs,t pηsq, for any }f}V “ }f{H}V {H ď 1 we
check the estimate

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Qs,tpfq ´
Hs,t

ηspHs,tq
ηtpfq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď a e´bpt´sq
ˆ

V `
Hs,t

ηspHs,tq
ηspV q

˙

(39)

where pa, bq were defined in (35). This concludes the proof.

When H “ 1, the extended version of the above corollary in the context of random
semigroups arising in filtering is provided in [178]. The proof in [178] relies on rather
sophisticated coupling and decomposition techniques given in [133], which were further
developed in [91].

The time homogeneous version of the above result is provided in Corollary 2.20.
In this context, condition pH1q is readily checked by choosing H “ h, where h is the
positive eigenstate of the positive semigroup, see for instance (47) and (50).

Remark 2.8. In Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.7, the tightness condition κV pµq ă 8
for any µ P PV pEq imposed by pH1q can be replaced by the condition ηpV q ă 8. In
this situation, choosing f “ 1 in (39) for any µ P PV pEq we readily check that

ˇ

ˇµQs,tp1q ´ µpHs,tq{ηtpHq
ˇ

ˇ ď a µpV q e´bpt´sq p1` |||H|||V ηpV q{η´pHqq , (40)

where pa, bq were defined in (35).
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Our second main result transfers the stability of the R-semigroup to that of the
normalised semigroup Φ.

Theorem 2.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, for any t P T and s P Tt and
any µ, η P PV pEq we have the local contraction estimate

}Φs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηq}V ď a κpη, µq e´bpt´sq }µ´ η}V (41)

with pa, bq as in (35) and κpη, µq given by

κpη, µq :“ κHpµq p1` κV pηqq p1` ηpV q{ωHpηqq {ωHpµq.

This result is a direct consequence of the V -contraction estimates (35) stated in
Theorem 2.5 and rather elementary Boltzmann-Gibbs estimates (68) and (69) pre-
sented in section 3.1. The full proof is provided in section 4.2.

Remark 2.10. As in Remark 2.8, the condition κV pµq ă 8 for any µ P PV pEq
imposed by pH1q in Theorem 2.9 can be replaced by condition

ηpV q ă 8 and κHpµq ă 8 for any µ P PV pEq.

The right-hand side condition in the above display is clearly met for any bounded
function H. More generally it can be checked using the estimate (40). In this situation,
following word-for-word the proof of Theorem 2.9, we check that

}Φs,tpµq ´ ηt}V ď a κpη, µq e´bpt´sq }µ´ ηs}V

with
κpη, µq :“ κHpµq p1` ηpV qq p1` ηpV q{η´pHqq {ωHpµq.

Using the above estimate we readily check that κV pµq ă 8 for any µ P PV pEq.

Remark 2.11. The V -norm stability of the semigroup Φs,t is also discussed in [178]
(for instance [178, Corollary 1]). The proof in [178] is based on Corollary 2.7 and it
does not provide local Lipschitz contraction estimates.

Remark 2.12. The time varying Lyapunov function V {Hu,t associated with the tri-

angular array of Markov operators R
ptq
s,u discussed in (36) depends on the terminal

time horizon t. This property allows one to control the exponential decays (35) of
the corresponding pV {Hu,tq-norms uniformly in t. These estimates are crucial in the
proof of Theorem 2.9.

We note that more conventional approaches, based on time homogeneous Lyapunov
functions V , are discussed in [146]. This approach also ensures that the Markov

semigroup R
ptq
s,u forgets its initial state with respect to a common time homogenous V -

norm. However, it seems difficult to deduce any local Lipschitz estimates of the form
(41) from these uniform estimates.
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Choosing H “ 1 in (11) we have

rΦs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηqs pfq “
1

µpHs,tq
pµ´ ηq pDηΦs,tpfqq (42)

with the first order linear operator Dµ2Φs,t defined by the formula

DηΦs,tpfqpxq :“ Hs,tpxq pΦs,tpδxq ´ Φs,tpηqq pfq.

Taylor-type expansions of higher order are also discussed in [3]. A weak version of
the total variation estimate (41) is now easily obtained from the above perturbation
formula.

Corollary 2.13. Consider the R-semigroup (11) associated to the unit function H “

1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, for any t P T , s P Tt and η P PV pEq we
have

sup
}f}V {Hs,tď1

}DηΦs,tpfq}V ď a e´bpt´sq p1` ηpV q{ωHpηqq . (43)

Proof. We have

DηΦs,tpfqpxq :“ Hs,tpxq

ż

ηpdyq
Hs,tpyq

ηpHs,tq
pδxR

ptq
s,t ´ δyR

ptq
s,tqpfq.

Using (35) we check that

}δxR
ptq
s,t ´ δyR

ptq
s,t}V {Hs,t ď a e´bpt´sq ppV {Hs,tqpxq ` pV {Hs,tqpyqq.

This implies that

sup
}f}V {Hs,tď1

}DηΦs,tpfq}V ď a e´bpt´sq p1` ηpV q }Hs,t}V {ηpHs,tqq

and we can now conclude.

Remark 2.14. These weak form estimates are particularly useful in the convergence
analysis of the mean field particle models associated with sub-Markovian integral oper-
ators. Taylor-type expansions at any order are discussed in section 3.1.3 and chapter
10 in [64], see also section 2.3 in the more recent article [3].

2.3 Time homogenous models

Time homogenous semigroups can be handle directly from the analysis developed in
section 2.2. In this context, condition pH1q ensures that for any s P T pτq we have

κHpΦspη0qq ď κHpη0q ă 8 and 0 ă ωHpη0q ď ωHpΦspη0qq
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Thus, by (41) we readily check that

}Φtpη0q ´ Φs`tpη0q}V ď a κpη0q e
´bt

}η0 ´ Φspη0q}V ď 2 a κpη0qκV pη0q e
´bt

with κpη0q :“ κpη0, η0q. The above Lipschitz exponential decay estimate ensures that
ηt is a Cauchy sequence in the complete set PV pEq equipped with the V -distance.
Thus it converges exponentially fast to a single probability η8 “ Φspη8q P PV pEq.
The fixed point equation yields the exponential formula (24). In the same vein,
using the product series expansion (25) and extending word-for-word the arguments
developed in the end of section 2.1 (cf. (28)), condition pH1q ensures the existence of
a function h P BV pEq such that

η0 “ η8 ùñ @x P E Qtp1qpxq ÝÑtÑ8 hpxq ą 0

a well as
Qtphq “ eρt h and η8Qt “ eρt η8

A triple pρ, η8, hq satisfying the above properties is called a leading eigen-triple of the
positive semigroup. Choosing h such that }h}V “ 1 we have

h{V “ e´ρτ Qτ phq{V ď e´ρτ Qτ pV q{V ď e´ρτ θpV q P B0pEq ùñ h P B0,V pEq

Since h ď V and V is locally bounded, the function h is locally bounded, thus V
and h are bounded in compact sets. Assume there exists a strictly positive Radon
measure χτ (i.e. non empty balls have positive measure) such that

Qτ px1, dx2q ě qτ px1, x2q χτ pdx2q, (44)

for some density function qτ px1, x2q ą 0. Also assume that for any compact set K
there exists some positive measurable function qKτ px2q such that

inf
x1PK

qτ px1, x2q ě qKτ px2q ą 0

For instance, this condition is satisfied for lower semi-continuous function qτ px1, x2q

with respect to the first variable, and upper-semicontinuous with respect to the second
(see for instance [80, Proposition 8.2.18]). In this situation, for any compact setK Ă E
we have

@x P K Qτ phqpxq “ eρτ hpxq ě χτ pq
K
τ q ą 0 and thus h P B`0,V pEq

In the reverse angle, choosing pη0, Hq “ pη8, hq P pPV pEq ˆ B`0,V pEqq in (7) and
(10), we readily check that

λt,t`τ “ eρτ “ λ´ Hs,t “ h and R
ptq
0,spfq “ Qspf hq{Qsphq “ P h

s pfq
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In this context, the Doob h-transform, P h
s is a semigroup of Markov operators from

BV {hpEq to itself. Note that in this case, whenever (44) is met the quantities pςεpHq, |||H|||V q
defined in (17) resume to

ςεpHq “ inf
Vε

h ą 0 and |||H|||V “ }h}V “ 1

In addition, condition pH0q is met for H “ h as soon as there exists some r0 ą 0 and
some α : r P rr0,8rÞÑ αprq Ps0, 1s such that for any r ě r0 we have

sup
Vθpxq_Vθpyqďr

›

›δxP
h
τ ´ δyP

h
τ

›

›

tv
ď 1´ αprq. (45)

In the above display, Vθ stands for the function defined in (12). Whenever the mi-
norisation condition (44) is satisfied, for any compact set K Ă E we have

@x P K Qτ px, dzq ě ιK νKpdzq (46)

for some Radon probability measure νK and some ιK ą 0 whose values may depends
on the parameter τ . This minorisation condition ensures that (45) is satisfied. To
check this claim, observe that for any x P Kr :“ tVθ ď ru we have

P h
τ px, dzq ě

1

eρτ supKr h
Qτ px, dzq hpzq

ě αprq νhKrpdzq with αprq “ ιKr e
´ρτ νKrphq

supKr h
and νhKr :“ ΨhpνKrq.

This clearly implies (45).

Remark 2.15. As we shall see in Lemma 4.2, the condition Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq ensures
the existence of some 0 ă ε ă 1 and some constant c ą 0 such that

P h
τ pV {hq ď ε V {h` c.

This property also ensures that for any η P PV pEq we have κV pηq ă 8. For a more
thorough discussion on the consequences of the Foster-Lyapunov inequality we refer
the reader to Proposition 4.3.

We summarize the above discussion with the following theorem.

Theorem 2.16. Consider a positive semigroup Qt satisfying the minorisation con-
dition (44) and such that Qτ pV q{V ď θpV q, for some non-increasing function θ and
some locally bounded function V ě 1 with compact level sets.

In this situation, condition pH1q is met for some positive function pη0, Hq P
pPV pEq ˆ B`V pEqq if and only if there exists a leading eigen-triple

pρ, η8, hq P pRˆ PV pEq ˆ B`V pEqq.
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Note that the minorisation condition (44) is less stringent than the absolutely
continuous condition (19) imposed by condition pH2q. In the context of particle ab-
sorption models, it applies to jump-type processes including regular piecewise deter-
ministic processes as well as Metropolis-Hasting type transitions arising in sequential
Monte Carlo literature. In the context of time homogeneous models, the growth con-
dition Qτ pV q{V ď θpV q in pH1q and Theorem 2.16 can be relaxed and replaced by
the condition Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq.

We end of this section with a more refined analysis of time homogenous semigroups
satisfying the following weaker condition

$

&

%

Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq

Qτ phq “ eρτ h ą 0 for some ρ P R, and h P B`V pEq s.t. }h}V “ 1.
(47)

We recall that the parameter τ in the above display stands for any positive parameter
such that Qτ p1q ą 0. Also observe that

h{V “ e´ρτ Qτ phq{V ď e´ρτ Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq ùñ h P B`0,V pEq

This also shows that the function V h :“ V {h ě 1 has compact level sets. We now
introduce another condition.
pHhq There exists some r0 ą 0 and some α : r P rr0,8rÞÑ αprq Ps0, 1s such that for
any r ě r0 we have

sup
V hpxq_V hpyqďr

›

›δxP
h
τ ´ δyP

h
τ

›

›

tv
ď 1´ αprq (48)

Arguing as above the above condition is satisfied as soon as the local minorisation
condition (46) is satisfied. Condition (48) is weaker than condition pH1q applied to
the leading eigen-triple pρ, η8, hq. Indeed, since V h ě eρτ Vθ, the above condition is
weaker than (44) and (45). The main drawback of condition pHhq is that it requires
some knowledge of the function h which is often unknown.

Several illustrations and some sufficient conditions ensuring the existence of the
leading eigen-pair pρ, hq satisfying (47) are discussed in section 3.4, which is dedicated
to the study of quasi-compact positive operators. See also Corollary 2.3. For instance,
in remark 3.5 we shall see that the existence of a leading eigen-pair pρ, hq satisfying
(47) is granted for absolutely continuous semigroups of the form (19) equipped with
a continuous density. Note that in this case condition pH2q is satisfied.

The article [12] also provides different conditions ensuring the existence of a lead-
ing eigen-pair pρ, hq for semigroups that are not necessarily absolutely continuous.
We shall discuss these conditions in section 2.4, dedicated to comparisons with the
existing literature on this subject. We also refer the reader to [12] for some additional
illustrations of these conditions in the context of the growth-fragmentation equations.

We are now in position to state the main result of this section, the proof of which
can be found in section 4.3.
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Theorem 2.17. Assume that pHhq is satisfied. Then the Markov semigroup P h
t has

a single invariant measure µh8 P PV {hpEq. In addition, there also exists some finite
constant ah ă 8 and some parameter bh ą 0, such that for any µ, η P PV {hpEq and
t P T we have the contraction estimate

}µP h
t ´ ηP

h
t }V {h ď ah e

´bht }µ´ η}V {h. (49)

In addition, we have κV pµq ă 8 for any µ P PV pEq.

As with Theorem 2.5, the main ingredient of the proof is the V -contraction for
Markov operators discussed in Lemma 3.2.

Remark 2.18. The above theorem ensures the uniqueness of the invariant measure
ηh8 “ ηh8P

h
t P PV {hpEq and exponential decay to equilibrium of the h-process. Choosing

η0 “ η8 :“ Ψ1{hpη
h
8q we have η0 “ Φτ pη0q. In this scenario, we readily check (17)

using the fact that

λt,t`τ :“ η0Qt,t`τ p1q “ eρτ and Hs,t “ h (50)

We illustrate the impact of the above theorem with some direct corollaries.

Corollary 2.19. Under condition pHhq, the measure η8 :“ Ψ1{hpη
h
8q P PV pEq is the

unique invariant measure of the semigroup Φt. In addition, for any µ, η P PV pEq and
t P T we have κV pµq ă 8 and

}Φtpµq ´ Φtpηq}V ď ah κpµ, ηq e
´bht }µ´ η}V , (51)

with pah, bhq as in (49) and the parameters κpµ, ηq defined by

κpµ, ηq :“ κhpµq p1` κV pηqq p1` ηpV q{ηphqq {µphq.

Proof. Combining (29) with the Boltzman-Gibbs estimate (68) we readily check the
estimate

}Φtpµq ´ Φtpηq}V ď κhpµq p1` κV pηqq }pΨhpµq ´ΨhpηqqP
h
t }V {h.

The contraction estimate (49) now implies that

}pΨhpµq ´ΨhpηqqP
h
t }V {h ď ah κhpµq p1` κV pηqq e

´bht }Ψhpµq ´Ψhpηq}V {h.

Using the Boltzman-Gibbs estimate (69) we also have

}Ψhpµq ´Ψhpηq}V {h ď
1

µphq

ˆ

1`
ηpV q

ηphq

˙

}µ´ η}V .

This ends the proof of the corollary.
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Corollary 2.19 is closely related to the exponential decay estimates stated in The-
orem 1 of [100] under different regularity conditions. In contrast with [100], our
approach is based on the V -contraction properties of the h-semigroups and it allows
one to derive local contraction estimates. The proof of the next corollary follows
word-for-word the same arguments as the proof of Corollary 2.7, thus it is skipped.

Corollary 2.20. Under condition pHhq, for any t P T we have the operator norm
exponential decay

sup
}f}V ď1

›

›

›

›

e´tρ Qtpfq ´
h

η8phq
η8pfq

›

›

›

›

V

ď ah e
´bht p1` η8pV q{η8phqq (52)

with the same parameters pah, bhq as in (49).

2.4 Illustrations and comparisons

In this section, we highlight some of the comparisons between the models and the
regularity conditions discussed in the present article and conditions often used in the
literature for positive integral operators.

Comparison of regularity conditions

We begin by remarking that the class of positive semigroups discussed in this article
encapsulates discrete generation Feynman-Kac semigroups defined for any t P T pτq
by the formula

Qt,t`τ px, dyq “ Gtpxq Pt,t`τ px, dyq

with the potential function Gt and the Markov transition Pt,t`τ defined by

Gt :“ Qt,t`τ p1q and Pt,t`τ pfq :“ Qt,t`τ pfq{Qt,t`τ p1q. (53)

This class of probabilistic models arises in a variety of disciplines including statistical
physics, biology, signal processing, rare event analysis, and many others; see [63, 64,
67, 80] and the relevant references therein.

In this context, the uniform minorization condition (13) is a well known strong
condition ensuring the stability of the semigroups Φs,t and the existence of fixed point
invariant measures for time homogeneous semigroups; see for instance [67, Theorem
2.3], [69, Lemma 2.1 & Lemma 2.3], [76, Lemma 2.1], [64, section 12.2], as well as [67,
section 2.1.2 & section 3.1.3] and [63, section 4].

The next condition is taken from [38]. In terms of the Markov transition Ps,s`τ
discussed in (53) it takes the following form:

pPq : For any s P T and px1, x2q P E
2 there exists some ν P PpEq such that for

i “ 1, 2 and any t ě s` τ we have the estimates

δxiPs,s`τ ě ε1 ν and ε2 }Qs`τ,tp1q} ď νpQs`τ,tp1qq (54)
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for some parameters 0 ă εi ď 1 whose values don’t depends on xi, nor on s P T .

We also refer the reader to conditions (A1) and (A2) in [39], as well as [37, 40, 44]
for further work and discussion on this condition.

The time-homogeneous version of the above condition is appears in a variety of
contexts in the literature. For example, as shown in [38, Theorem 2.1], condition pPq
is a sufficient and necessary condition for the uniform exponential decay (22), which
was also applied in [121, Theorem 10] and [122, Theorem 7.1] to neutron transport
models.

We also refer the reader to [11, section 2.2] for the use of condition pPq in the design
of admissible coupling constants (a.k.a. generalised Doeblin’s conditions), to [46] on
multi-type birth-and-death processes where it is the main ingredient of the proof
of Theorem 3.1, and to [115, section 2]. Moreover, for time-homogeneous models
satisfying (13), the right-hand side estimate in (54) is a direct consequence of the
right-hand side estimate in (26).

When pPq is met, for any f ě 0 and i “ 1, 2 choosing H “ 1 we have the lower
bound estimate

R
ptq
s,s`τ pfqpxiq ě ε1

ν pQs`τ,tp1q fq

Ps,s`τ pQs`τ,tp1qq pxiq
ě ε1ε2 ΨQs`τ,tp1qpνsqpfq.

This implies that condition pPq is stronger than the Dobrushin’s condition discussed
in (13). More precisely, we have

pPq ùñ p13q with H “ 1 αp1q :“ ε1ε2 and ν “ ΨQs`τ,tp1qpνsq.

As previously mentioned, the uniform minorisation condition (13) as well as pPq are
difficult to check in practice; several sufficient conditions are discussed in [63, 64, 67,
69, 75, 76].

The next condition is a slight extension of [181, condition (68)] and [10, condition
(3.24)].

pQq : There exists a positive measurable function ςspxq ą 0, a constant ρ ą 0 and
probability measures νs such that

ςspxq νspdyq ď δxQs,s`τ pdyq ď ρ ςspxq νspdyq. (55)

Choosing H “ 1, this condition implies that for any f ě 0 we have

Rptqs,upfq :“
Qs,upQu,tp1q fq

Qs,upQu,tp1qq
ě ρ´1 νptqs,upfq with νptqs pfq :“

νspQs`τ,tp1qfq

νspQs`τ,tp1qq
.

This shows that

pQq ùñ p13q with H “ 1 αp1q :“ ρ´1 and ν “ νptqs .
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Condition pQq with ςspxq “ 1 is also discussed in [63, section 4.3.2], as well as in
[139] and [100, section 3.3]. We also refer the reader to [37], where it was shown that
condition pQq implies the uniform exponential decay (22) in the time-homogeneous
case.

Also notice that
pQq ðñ ρ´1 νs ď δxPs,s`τ ď ρ νs,

where the Markov transition Ps,s`τ was defined in (53). These rather strong two-
sided minorisation conditions are well-known: see for instance the uniformly positive
condition discussed in [15], condition (19) in [8] in the framework of Hilbert projective
metrics, condition pBq in [69] and Theorem 2.3 in [67]. From the above discussion it
should be clear that conditions pPq and pQq are stronger than the Dobrushin condition
presented in (13).

The class of R-semigroups introduced in (10) are also considered in the article [12]
in the context of time homogeneous sub-Markovian models. In our framework, the
authors assume the existence of positive functions H ď V , a probability measure ν
defined on some compact K Ă E, and some finite constant c, such that

sup
K
V {H ă 8 Qτ pV q ď a V ` c 1KH with 0 ă a ă inf

E
pQτ pHq{Hq. (56)

In addition, there exists some ε Ps0, 1s such that for any positive function f P BV {HpEq
and any x P K we have

Qτ pfHqpxq{Qτ pHqpxq ě ε ν and sup
tPT pτq

sup
K

pQtpHq{Hq

νpQtpHq{Hq
ă 8. (57)

In Lemma 3.1 in [12], using the right-hand side condition in the above display, the
authors obtain a Lyapunov equation defined as (36) by replacing Hs,t by the function

Hs,t :“
Qt´spHq

νpQt´spHq{Hq
‰ Hs,t “

Qt´spHq

ηsQt´sp1q
.

Theorem 2.1 in [12] ensures the existence of a leading triple pρ, η8, hq, as well as
exponential estimates similar to the ones discussed in Corollary 2.20. Inversely, the
authors show that the existence of a leading triple pρ, η8, hq satisfying these exponen-
tial decays imply that the pair pV, hq satisfies condition (56) and (57). Thus, for the
class of considered in Theorem 2.16 the conditions (56) and (57) are stronger than
condition pH1q applied to the leading pair pη0, Hq “ pη8, hq.

In the context of time homogeneous models, up to a change of Lyapunov func-
tion as discussed above, Proposition 3.3 in [12] is closely related to Theorem 2.5 in
the present article. In contrast with the V -norm Lipschitz estimates stated in Corol-
lary 2.19 in presented in this article, Corollary 3.7 in [12] doesn’t provide any Lipschitz
type estimates but also yields some exponential decays of the normalised semigroup
Φt to equilibrium with respect to the total variation norm.
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Absorbed processes with bounded potentials

Whenever the operator Qs,t is sub-Markovian, we have the nonlinear transport equa-
tion

Φs,tpµq “ µMµ
s,t

with the collection of Markov transition Mµ
s,t indexed by µ P PpEq given by the

formula

Mµ
s,tpfqpxq “ Qs,tp1qpxq

Qs,tpfqpxq

Qs,tp1qpxq
` p1´Qs,tp1qpxqq Φs,tpµqpfq.

We also recall that for any s ď u ď t we have the nonlinear semigroup equation

Mµ
s,t “Mµ

s,uM
Φs,upµq
u,t .

This shows that the normalised semigroup Φs,t is the semigroup of a nonlinear Markov
process sometimes called process conditioned to non-absorption at every time step.
For time homogeneous models, unless µ coincides with the quasi-invariant measure
Φtpη8q “ η8, the process is a nonlinear interacting jump process. In this interpre-
tation, the distribution on path-space of the nonlinear process coincides with the
McKean-measure associated with a jump type process whose jumps intensity depends
on the distribution of the random states.

For a more thorough discussion on the nonlinear interacting jump processes asso-
ciated with these nonlinear Markov semigroups we refer to section 12.3 in [64] and
the articles [3, 67, 68]. Next proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.9.

Proposition 2.21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, for any t P T and s P Tt
and any µ, η P PV pEq we have the local Lipschitz operator norm estimate

}δxM
µ
s,t ´ δxM

η
s,t}V ď a κpη, µq e´bpt´sq }µ´ η}V

with pa, b, κpη, µqq as in (41).

Sub-Markovian operators are naturally associated with killed or absorbed stochas-
tic processes. Consider a stochastic flow t P rs,8rÞÑ Xc

s,tpxq starting at Xc
s,spxq “ x P

E when t “ s and absorbed in a cemetery state c at some random time T cs pxq. For
instance, suppose we are given an auxiliary stochastic flow Xs,tpxq evolving on E,
which is sent to the cemetery at some uniformly bounded rate Utpyq ě 0 when at
y P E. In this situation, we have the so-called Feynman-Kac propagator formulae

Qs,tpfqpxq “ E
`

fpXc
s,tpxqq 1T cs pxqąt

˘

“ E
ˆ

fpXs,tpxqq exp

ˆ

´

ż t

s

UupXs,upxqq du

˙˙

. (58)

In this context, it is readily checked that the normalised and unnormalised semigroups
are connected by the formula

µQs,tpfq “ Φs,tpµqpfq exp

ˆ

´

ż t

s

Φs,upµqpUuq du

˙

. (59)
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In terms of the absorption time, the above formula reads
ż

µpdxq PpXc
s,tpxq P dy, T

c
s pxq ą tq “ Φs,tpµqpdyq exp

ˆ

´

ż t

s

Φs,upµqpUuq du

˙

.

This shows that the killing time of the process starting from µ at time s is a Poisson
process with a time varying rate function Φs,tpµqpUtq that depends on µ. The discrete
time version of the above formula coincides with the product formula (5). For a more
thorough discussion on this subject we refer to [67, section 1.3.2], [63, proposition
2.3.1] or [64, section 12.2.1]. As noted in [55, 147], in the context of time homogeneous
models, we readily check that the killing time is exponentially distributed as soon as
µ “ η8 “ Φtpη8q.

Applying the above to f “ 1 for any µ1, µ2 P PpEq and s ď t we check that

µ1Qs,tp1q{µ2Qs,tp1q “ exp

ˆ
ż t

s

pΦs,upµ2qpUuq ´ Φs,upµ1qpUuqq du

˙

. (60)

The discrete time version of the above formula coincides with (5). Under the assump-
tions of Theorem 2.1 the norm of the first order operator introduced in (42) decays
exponentially. That is for any f such that oscpfq :“ suppx,yqPE2 |fpxq ´ fpyq| “ 1, we
have

}Dµ2Φs,tpfq} ď q p1´ αp1qqpt´sq{τ with q :“ sup
µ1Qs,tp1q

µ2Qs,tp1q
ă 8. (61)

In the above display, the supremum is taken over all indices ps, tq such that t P
T pτq, s P Ttpτq and µ1, µ2 P PpEq.

We now state some results pertaining to the limiting behaviour of the occupation
measure of the time homogeneous stochastic flow. These results that direct conse-
quences of our semigroup analysis that build on the analysis developed in [40, 47, 115].

Observe that for any s ď u ď t we have

E
`

fpXc
s,upxqq | T

c
s pxq ą t

˘

“ ΨQu,tp1q pΦs,upδxqq pfq.

Setting Xc
upxq :“ Xc

0,upxq and T cpxq :“ T c0 pxq, due to (33) we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 2.22. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.2, we have

sup
}f}ď1

sup
xPE

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

E
ˆ

1

t

ż t

0

fpXc
upxqq du | T

c
pxq ą t

˙

´Ψhpη8qpfq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
τ

t

1

| log p1´ αp1qq|

`

qpη8q ` 2
`

}h}{η8phq ` qpη8q
2
˘˘

(62)

In the above display, h stands for the eigenfunction defined in Corollary 2.4. The
measure Ψhpη8q which coincides with the invariant measure of the h-process is some-
times called the quasi-ergodic measure of the non absorbed process.

In the same vein, we also obtain a uniform bound on the L2 distance.
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Proposition 2.23. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.2, for any f P BpEq with
oscpfq ď 1 and any t P T we have the uniform estimate

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

E

˜

ˆ

1

t

ż t

0

fpXc
upxqq du´Ψhpη8qpfq

˙2

| T cpxq ą t

¸
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
8τ

t

p}h}{η8phq ` p1_ qpη8qq
2q

| log p1´ αp1qq|
.

Proof. First observe that for any s ď u ď v ď t we have

E
`

fpXc
s,upxqq fpX

c
s,vpxqq | T

c
s pxq ą t

˘

“
δxQs,u pf Qu,tp1q Qu,vpf Qv,tp1qq{Qu,vpQv,tp1qqq

δxQs,upQu,tp1qq

“

ż

ΨQu,tp1q pΦs,upδxqq pdyq fpyq

ż

ΨQv,tp1q pΦu,vpδyqq pdzq fpzq.

Replacing f by pf´Ψhpη8qpfqq there is no loss of generality to assume that Ψhpη8qpfq “
0. In this situation, thanks again to (33), we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

E

˜

ˆ

1

t

ż t

0

fpXc
upxqq du

˙2

| T cpxq ą t

¸ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
4

t2
`

}h}{η8phq ` p1_ qpη8qq
2
˘

ż

0ďuďvďt

`

e´apv´uq ` e´apt´vq
˘

dv du

with
a :“ | log p1´ αp1qq|{τ.

This implies that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

E

˜

ˆ

1

t

ż t

0

fpXc
upxqq du

˙2

| T cpxq ą t

¸ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
8

at

`

}h}{η8phq ` p1_ qpη8qq
2
˘

.

Remark 2.24. We end our discussion of sub-Markov operators with bounded poten-
tials by noting that we may also extend Proposition 2.23 to also obtain bounds in Lp

of the order t´1{2. The idea behind the proof is to write the averages in terms of the
h-process (in particular, the trajectorial version) and then apply Lp bounds for occu-
pation measures of a Markov process, using the Poisson equation associated with the
h-semigroup (see for instance Lemma 8.4.11 in [80] in discrete time settings).
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Unbounded potentials

The analysis of unbounded potential functions Utpxq requires more care. The proto-
type solvable model is the Rd0-valued linear Gaussian diffusion

dXs,tpxq “ AtXs,tpxqdt`R1{2
t dWt with quadratic potential Utpxq “

1

2
x1Stx (63)

for some multidimensional Brownian motion Wt P Rd1 with d1 ě d0 ě 1 and some
conformable matrices pAt,Rt,Stq such that Rt,St ą 0. Solving the Riccati time
reversal equation

´BsQs :“ A1sQs `QsAs ´QsRsQs ` Ss,
for s P r0, ts with terminal condition Qt “ Q, we check that

hs,tpxq :“ exp
`

´1
2
x1Qs x

˘

and ht,tpxq “ hpxq :“ exp
`

´1
2
x1Qx

˘

ùñ h´1
s,t pBs ` Lsq phs,tqpxq ´ Uspxq “ λs :“ ´Tr pRsQsq .

In the above display, Ls stands for the generator of the stochastic process X0,spxq This
yields the formula

Qs,tphqpxq “ exp

ˆ

´

ż t

s

Tr pRuQuq du

˙

hs,tpxq.

On the other hand, for any s ď t we have the exponential change of measure formula

Qs,tpfqpxq “ e
şt
s λudu E

´

fpX
ptq
s,t pxqq hs,tpxq{hpX

ptq
s,t pxqq

¯

“ e
şt
s λudu hs,tpxq R

ptq
s,tpf{hqpxq, (64)

where pX
ptq
s,upxqqsďuďt is the stochastic flow with generator

Lptqu pfq :“ Lupfq ` ΓLuphu,t, fq{hu,t and Rptqs,upx, dyq :“ PpXptq
s,upxq P dyq.

Equivalently, we have

R
ptq
s,tpfq “

Qs,tph fq

Qs,tphq
“
Qs,upQu,tph fqq

Qs,upQu,tphqq
“
Qs,uphu,tP

h
u,tpfqq

Qs,uphu,tq
“ Rptqs,uR

ptq
u,tpfq.

In this situation, the stochastic flow X
ptq
s,upxq of time varying R-process is given for

any 0 ď s ď u ď t by

dXptq
s,upxq “ pAu ´RuQuqX

ptq
s,upxq du`R1{2

u dWu. (65)

For time homogenous models pAt,Rt,Stq “ pA,R,Sq it is more judicious to choose
Q “ Q8 where Q8 stands for the unique positive fixed point of the Riccati equation

A1Q8 `Q8A´Q8RQ8 ` S “ 0.
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In this case, we have hs,t “ h for any s ď t, and the R-process resumes to the h-process
defined by the time homogeneous diffusion

dXh
s pxq “ pA´RQ8qX

h
s pxq du`R1{2dWs. (66)

The Feynman-Kac path integrals associated with these models coincides with coupled
quantum harmonic oscillators arising in physics. We refer the reader to [71] for a
detailed discussion on this subject.

3 A brief review on integral operators

3.1 V -norms and Boltzmann-Gibbs estimates

For a given function V ě 1{2, the V -oscillation of a function f P BpEq is given by

oscV pfq :“ sup
x,y

|fpxq ´ fpyq|

V pxq ` V pyq
ď }f}V

and with a slight abuse of notation, the V -norm on MpEq is given by

}µ}V “ supt|µpfq| : }f}V ď 1u “ supt|µpfq| : oscV pfq ď 1u “ |µ|pV q.

In the above display, |µ| :“ µ` ` µ´ stands for with the total variation measure
associated with a Hahn-Jordan decomposition µ “ µ` ´ µ´ of the measure. For
a detailed proof of the equivalent formulations in the latter definition, we refer to
Proposition 8.2.16 in [80]. The choice of condition V ě 1{2 in the above two definitions
is imposed only to recover the conventional total variation dual distance between
probability measures when choosing V “ 1{2 in the dual norms.

Recall that MV pEq Ă MpEq is the subset of Radon measures with }µ}V ă 8.
A probability measure µ P PpEq is said to be strictly positive, and we write µ ą 0,
whenever µpAq ą 0 for any open set A Ă E. We finally recall that the integral map
pµ, fq ÞÑ µpfq gives the isometry

MV pEq » C0,V pEq
1.

The above assertion is a direct consequence of [170, Theorem 3.1] applied to the
Nachbin family V :“ tVα “ α{V : α ą 0u. See also [169, Theorem 3.26] as well as
[23, Theorem 2.1].

As mentioned above, when V “ 1{2 we recover the conventional total variation
norm. For any µ1, µ2 P PpEq we recall that

}µ1 ´ µ2}tv ď 1´ εðñ pDν P PpEq : µ1 ě ε ν and µ2 ě ε νq . (67)

We recall that the Boltzmann-Gibbs transformation Ψh associated with some bounded
positive function h ą 0 and defined in (2) satisfies the following Lipschitz type estimate

}Ψhpµ1q ´Ψhpµ2q}tv ď
}h}

µ1phq _ µ2phq
}µ1 ´ µ2}tv.
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For a detailed proof of the above assertion we refer to [123, lemma 9.5], or [83, ap-
pendix B], see also [69] as well as [143, proposition 3.1] and [64, proposition 12.1.7].

Finally, we present a technical lemma regarding the V-norm estimates of the
Boltzmann-Gibbs operators; the proof is given in appendix A.2.

Lemma 3.1. For any 0 ă h ď V and any µ1, µ2 P PV {hpEq we have the estimate

}Ψ1{hpµ1q ´Ψ1{hpµ2q}V ď
1

µ1p1{hq

ˆ

1`
µ2pV {hq

µ2p1{hq

˙

}µ1 ´ µ2}V {h. (68)

In addition, for any µ1, µ2 P PV pEq we have

}Ψhpµ1q ´Ψhpµ2q}V {h ď
1

µ1phq

ˆ

1`
µ2pV q

µ2phq

˙

}µ1 ´ µ2}V . (69)

3.2 V -Dobrushin coefficient

Let us fix 0 ď s ď t and let Vs, Vt denote measurable functions such that Vs, Vt ě 1.
The V -Dobrushin coefficient of Markov integral operator Ps,t from BVtpEq into BVspEq
is the norm operator defined by

βVs,VtpPs,tq “ sup
µ,ηPPVs pEq

}pµ´ ηqPs,t}Vt{}µ´ η}Vs . (70)

We also have the equivalent formulation

βVs,VtpPs,tq “ sup toscVspPs,tpfqq : oscVtpfq ď 1u

“ sup
px,yqPE2

}δxPs,t ´ δyPs,t}Vt{pVspxq ` Vspyqq. (71)

When Vs “ Vt “ V , we write βV pPs,tq instead of βV,V pPs,tq. For a more thorough
discussion on these contraction coefficients, we refer the reader to sections 8.2.5 - 8.2.7
in [80]. If in addition V “ 1{2 we write βpPs,tq instead of β1{2pPs,tq, to denote the
conventional Dobrushin ergodic coefficient with respect to the total variation distance

βpPs,tq “ sup
px,yqPE2

}δxPs,t ´ δyPs,t}tv.

By (67) the contraction condition βpPs,tq ď p1 ´ αq is satisfied for some parameter
α Ps0, 1s if and only if the following minorisation condition holds

@px, yq P E2
Dν P PpEq : δxPs,t ě α ν and δyPs,t ě α ν.

The next lemma provides some contraction conditions in terms of a Foster-Lyapunov
inequality and a local minorisation condition on compact level sets. The proof is in
appendix A.3.
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Lemma 3.2. Assume that there exist functions Vs, Vt ě 1 with compact level sets,
ε P r0, 1r as well as a function α : r P rr0,8r ÞÑ αprq P s0, 1s, for some r0 ě 1 such
that for any r ě r0 we have

Ps,tpVtq ď ε Vs ` 1 and sup
Vspxq_Vspyqďr

}δxPs,t ´ δyPs,t}tv ď 1´ αprq. (72)

Then, for any 0 ă δ ď 1 we have the contraction coefficient estimate

βV ε,δs ,V ε,δt
pPs,tq ď 1´ αprεpδqqp1´ δ{2q with V ε,δ

t “ 1{2` ρεpδq Vt

with the parameters

rεpδq :“ r0 _
2

1´ ε

ˆ

1`
1

1´ ε

ˆ

3` 6

ˆ

1

δ
´ 1

˙˙˙

and ρεpδq :“
δ

1` ε

αprεpδqq

2rεpδq
.

(73)

Now observe that

r0pδq :“ r0 _ 4

ˆ

2` 3

ˆ

1

δ
´ 1

˙˙

ą 1 and ρ0pδq :“
δ

2r0pδq
αpr0pδqq ÝÑδÑ0 0.

Thus, whenever (72) is met with Vs “ Vt “ r0 “ 1, choosing ε “ 0 in (72) we have,
for any r ą 1,

lim
δÑ0

βV 0,δ
s ,V 0,δ

t
pPs,tq “ βpPs,tq ď 1´ αprq.

Whenever Ps,t is a Markov semigroup and Vt ě V for some function V ě 1 with
compact level sets, the Foster-Lyapunov inequality in the left-hand side of (72) ensures
that for any initial probability measure µ P PV0pEq, the distribution flow µt :“ µP0,t

indexed by t P T pτq for some τ ą 0 is tight. To check this claim, notice that

p72q ùñ µtpV q ď µtpVtq ď εt{τµpV0q ` p1´ εq
´1
ď µpV0q ` p1´ εq

´1. (74)

By the Markov inequality, for any δ ą 0 this implies that

Kδ :“ tx : δV pxq ď µpV0q ` p1´ εq
´1
u Ă E ùñ sup

tPT pτq
µt pE ´Kδq ď δ. (75)

In this situation, if we set V ε,δ “ 1{2 ` ρεpδq V , for any s ď t and µ, η P PVspEq we
also have the contraction estimate

}µPs,t ´ ηPs,t}V ε,δ ď p1´ αprεpδqqp1´ δ{2qq
pt´sq{τ

}µ´ η}V ε,δs . (76)

For time homogeneous models, condition (72) clearly ensures the existence of a single
invariant probability measure µ8 “ µ8Pt P PV pEq. The analysis discussed above
combines the ergodic theory for Markov operators presented in [114] with the V -
Dobrushin contraction methodology developed in [80]. Alternative contraction ap-
proaches mainly based on [114] are discussed in [12, 42, 146, 149].
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3.3 Lyapunov conditions

This section presents some practical ways of checking the Lyapunov condition stated
on the left-hand side of (72). Given some c ą 0, ε P r0, 1r, K P E and functions
Ws,Wt ě 0, we have

Ps,tpWtqpxq ď ε Wspxq if x P E ´K
Ps,tpWtqpxq ď c if x P K

*

ùñ Ps,tpWt{cq ď ε Ws{c` 1.

Moreover,

Ps,tpWtq ď εWt ` c ùñ Ps,t pVtq ď ε Vs ` 1 with Vu “ 1` εWu{c ě 1, for u P ts, tu.

For continuous and time homogenous semigroups Pt`s “ PtPs with generator L de-
fined on some domain DpLq Q W , for any a ą 0 and c ă 8 we have the Lyapunov
condition

LpW q ď ´aW ` cðñ @δ ą 0 PδpW q ď
1

1` aδ
W ` cδ.

A detailed proof of the above assertion can be found in [80, Theorem 17.4.1].
In the case where c “ 0, i.e. there exists some K Ă E such that

@x P E ´K, LpW qpxq ď ´aW pxq and @x P K LpW qpxq ď c, (77)

we readily check that
LpW q ď ´aW “: b.

For instance, when E is a normed space and LpW q is continuous, it suffices to find a
sufficient large radius r that

W pxq ě r ùñ W´1
pxqLpW qpxq ď ´a.

In this situation condition (77) is met with K “ tW ď ru and c “ supK }LpW q}.
Whenever c ą 0, by replacing W by W {c, there is no loss of generality by assuming

that the above Lyapunov condition is met for c “ 1. In the same vein, replacing W
by Wb “ W ` b for some b ě 0 we find that

LpWbq ď ´aWb ` cb with cb :“ c` ab.

Also notice that in this case, for any δ ą 0 we have

PδpWbq ď
1

1` aδ
Wb ` cδ ùñ PδpW q ď

1

1` aδ
W `

ˆ

c´
ab

1` aδ

˙

δ.

Thus, there is no loss of generality to assume that W ě b satisfies the Lyapunov
condition for some b ą 0. For a more thorough discussion on these Foster-Lyapunov
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techniques, including the design of Lyapunov functions for Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cesses as well as for damped and over-damped Langevin diffusions; see [80, section
17.4 & section 17.5]. We end this section with some comments on the condition
Qτ pV q{V P C0pEq. Assume that

Gτ :“ Qτ p1q P C0pEq and 0 ă Gτ ď 1.

In this case, we have the decomposition

Qτ px, dyq “ Gτ pxq Pτ px, dyq

with the Markov transition

Pτ pfq :“ Qτ pfq{Qτ p1q.

Assume that Pτ pCpEqq Ă CpEq and Pτ pW q ď aW ` b for some non negative function
W P CpEq and for some a, b ě 0. Now, one can check that Qτ pV q{V P C0pEq using

V :“ 1`W ùñ
Qτ pV q

V
“ Gτ

p1` bq ` aW

1`W
ď c Gτ with c :“ pp1` bq _ aq ą 0.

We illustrate the above discussion in the context of Gaussian integral operators
on Euclidian spaces. To avoid unnecessary vector and matrix-notation we restrict our
attention to one dimensional models, that is E “ R. The analysis of multidimensional
models follows along the same lines. Consider the following models

Gτ pxq “ e´U0pxq P C0pRq and Pτ px, dyq “
1

a

2πσ1pxq2
e
´
py´bpxqq2

2σ1pxq
2 dy. (78)

In the above display, U0 ě 0 is some function with compact level sets, σ1pxq ą 0 is
a strictly positive function and bpxq is the drift, both of which exhibit at most linear
growth; that is

|bpxq| ` σ1pxq ď c1 ` c2 |x|

for some constant c1, c2 ě 0. In this situation, we check that

W pxq “ 1` |x| ùñ Pτ pW q ď a W with a “ p1` c1q _ c2.

When Gτ P CbpEq is not necessarily vanishing at infinity, the problem amounts to
finding a function V ě 1 with compact level set such that Pτ pV q{V P C0pEq. The
design of such functions for a Markov transition Pτ is rather standard in applied
probability literature (cf. for instance [91, 133, 178]). We further illustrate these
constructions with the Gaussian transition discussed in (78). We assume that

}σ1} ă 8, |bpxq| ď c` p1´ δq |x| for some 0 ď c ă 8 and 0 ă δ ď 1

and set V pxq :“ eυ|x| for some υ ą 0.
(79)
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In this case, we check that

Pτ pV qpxq{V pxq “ e´υp|x|´bpxqq`
υ2σ1pxq

2

2

ż 8

0

e
´
py´pbpxq`υσ1pxq

2qq2

2σ1pxq
2

a

2πσ1pxq2
dy

`e´υp|x|`bpxqq`
υ2σ1pxq

2

2

ż 0

´8

e
´
py´pbpxq´υσ1pxq

2qq2

2σ1pxq
2

a

2πσ1pxq2
dy.

In this situation, whenever Gτ P CbpEq we have

Qτ pV qpxq{V pxq ď 2epυ}σ1}q
2{2
}Gτ} e

´υp|x|´|bpxq|q
ď 2eυc`pυ}σ1}q

2{2
}Gτ} V pxq

´δ,

which implies (18). Note that the above construction requires the sub-linear growth
of the drift function bpxq stated in (79). Consider the Gaussian density

Gτ pxq “ exp

ˆ

´
x2

2σ2
0pxq

˙

. (80)

In the above display, σ0pxq ą 0 stands for some strictly positive bounded function. In
this case, we have

|bpxq| ď c0 ` c1 |x| for some 0 ď c0, c1 ă 8

ùñ
Qτ pV qpxq

V pxq
ď 2epυ}σ}q

2{2 exp

ˆ

´υ

ˆ

|x| `
|x|2

2υ}σ0}
2
|bpxq|

˙˙

ÝÑ|x|Ñ8 0.

Observe that for any 0 ă δ ď 1 we have

|x| ě r :“ p2υ}σ0}
2
q c1 ùñ c1 ď p1´ δq ` |x|{p2υ}σ0}

2
q.

This shows that

c0 ` c1 |x| ď pc0 ` c1rq ` p1´ δq |x| ` |x|
2
{p2υ}σ0}

2
q with c2 “ c0 ` c1r

from which we conclude that

|bpxq| ď c0 ` c1 |x| ùñ Qτ pV qpxq{V pxq ď 2eυc2`pυ}σ}q
2{2 V pxq´δ,

which yields (18).

3.4 Quasi-compact operators

Next, we recall some standard definitions and compactness principles from time ho-
mogeneous positive semigroup theory.

Let pQtqtě0 be a time homogenous positive semigroup from BV pEq into BV pEq.
Then Qt is said to be irreducible (a.k.a. ideal irreducible) if there exists no closed
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Qt-invariant ideals distinct from t0u and BV pEq (cf. [157, Definition 4.2.1]). It is also
well known (e.g. [92, Proposition 2.1] or [102, Proposition 4.1]) that this condition is
met if and only if for any non zero function f ě 0 on BV pEq and any non zero positive
measure µ on E, there exists some t P T such that µQtpfq ą 0.

The spectral radius of pQtqtě0 is defined as

rV pQq :“ lim
tÑ8

|||Qt|||
1{t
V “ lim

tÑ8
}QtpV q}

1{t
V “ inf

tě0
}QtpV q}

1{t
V . (81)

In the above display, |||¨|||V stands for the operator norm.
The semigroup Qt is said to be quasi-compact if its essential spectral radius

rV pQq :“ lim
tÑ8

pinf t|||Qt ´ T |||V : T compactuq1{t

satisfies rV pQq ă rV pQq. Recalling that the product of positive operators Q1Q2

is compact as soon as the Q1 is compact (cf. theorem VI.12 in [160]), the quasi-
compactness property of the operator Qt (for sufficiently large t) is clearly met as
soon Qτ is a compact operator for some τ P T . Such one-parameter semigroups are
sometimes called eventually compact semigroups (see for instance section 3 in the
book [94]).

Now assume there exists some τ P T such that the discrete generation semigroup
Qt indexed by t P T pτq is irreducible and quasi-compact on BV pEq. By a variant of
the Krein-Rutman theorem (cf. for instance Theorem 1.1 in [93, 151]), rV pQq ą 0 is
an eigenvalue corresponding to a non null eigenfunction h P BV pEq. More precisely,
there exists some a non null function h P BV pEq such that

@t P T pτq Qtphq “ eρt h with ρ :“ log rV pQq.

Note that since Qτ is irreducible, for any x P E there exists some t P T pτq such that

Qtphqpxq “ eρt hpxq ą 0.

Remark 3.3. Whenever Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq, for any t ě τ the operators Qt map
BV pEq into B0,V pEq, and the eigen-function h belongs to B0,V pEq. If, in addition,
Qτ maps BV pEq into CV pEq, then the operators Qt map BV pEq into C0,V pEq, and the
eigen-function h belongs to C0,V pEq.

Additionally, if the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are met, Corollary 2.4 ensures
that the existence of an eigenfunction h P C0,V pEq.

Sufficient conditions in terms of the Lyapunov functions V ě 1 ensuring the com-
pactness of Qt for some t P T are discussed in [100] and [161]. For instance, we have
the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq for some τ ą 0. In addition, assume
that for any compact set K Ă E the operator QK

τ pfq :“ 1KQτ p1Kfq is compact on
BV pEq. In this situation, for any t P T with t ě τ , the operator Qt is a compact
operator from BV pEq into itself.
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Proof. For any t P T , we set RK
t pfq :“ 1KQtpfq so that

Qt “ RK
t `R

Kc

t and Qt`τ ´Q
K
τ Qt “ QτR

Kc

t `RKc

τ RK
t .

This decomposition implies that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQt`τ ´Q
K
τ Qt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď

`

|||Qτ |||V `
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇRK
t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V

˘
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇRKc

τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V

ď p|||Qτ |||V ` |||Qt|||V q
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇRKc

τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
.

Also note that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇRKc

τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
“ }1Kc Qτ pV q{V }.

Thus, choosing a sequence of compact sets Kn such that

1Kc
n
Qτ pV q ď

1

n
V

implies that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQt`τ ´Q
Kn
τ Qt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď

1

n
p|||Qτ |||V ` |||Qt|||V q .

Since the product operator QKn
τ Qt is compact, Qt`τ is the limit in norm of compact

operators, hence it is compact. This ends the proof of the lemma.

Remark 3.5. The condition Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq allows one to localise the operators
on compact sets. The compactness condition of the semigroup QK

τ is readily checked
for absolutely continuous operators of the form

Qτ px, dyq “ qτ px, yq ντ pdyq. (82)

In the above display qτ px, yq is a continuous density with respect to some Radon mea-
sure ντ on E. Indeed, in this case, for any collection of functions pfnqně0 P BV pEqN
in the unit ball tf P BV pEq : }f}V ď 1u we have

sup
ně0

}QK
τ pfnq}V ď }Q

K
τ pV q{V }.

In addition, for any px, yq P K2 we have

|QK
τ pfnqpxq ´Q

K
τ pfnqpyq| ď

ż

|qτ px, zq ´ qτ py, zq| 1Kpzqντ pdzq.

Since qτ is continuous on the compact set pK ˆKq, it is uniformly continuous. Thus
for any ε ą 0, there is some δ ą 0 such that dpx, yq ď δ implies that for any n ě 0
we have

|QK
τ pfnqpxq ´Q

K
τ pfnqpyq| ď ε ντ pKq.

By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, QK
τ pfnq converges uniformly to a continuous limit ex-

tended by 0 outside the set K. Recalling that V ě 1 is also converges on BV pEq.
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QK
τ is an irreducible and compact operator on BV pEq. The above models encapsulate

Markov transitions restricted to a compact set K Ă Rr, for some r ě 1, defined by

QK
τ px, dyq :“ 1Kpxq pτ px, yq 1Kpyq dy.

In the above, pτ px, yq is a continuous probability transition density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure dy on Rr. For a more thorough discussion on this class of compact
integral operators we refer to [107] and the more recent article [33].

Remark 3.6. Now assume that E is a countable space. In this situation, whenever
V “ 1 we can also use the following equivalence principle (see for instance Theorem
2.1 in [184])

Qτ is compact on BpEq ðñ @ε ą 0 DKε finite s.t. sup
xPE

Qτ p1E´Kεqpxq ď ε.

More generally, assume that Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq. In this situation, for any ε ą 0 the
set

Kε :“ tQτ pV q{V ě εu

is finite, and following the proof of the above lemma, we have
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQt`τ ´Q
Kε
τ Qt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď ε p|||Qτ |||V ` |||Qt|||V q .

Since for any finite set K, the operator

QK
τ pfqpxq “ 1Kpxq

ÿ

yPK

Qτ px, yq fpyq

is bounded and has finite range, it is compact and we thus conclude that Qt is compact
for any t ě τ as soon as Qτ pV q{V P B0pEq.

The set E can be written as the union E “ Yně0Kn of an increasing sequence of
compact sets Kn. Whenever Qt is compact on BV pEq, up to a subsequence extraction
the functions QtpV 1Kc

n
q P BV pEq forms a Cauchy sequence. Thus, for any ε ą 0 there

exists some nε ě 1 such that for any nε ď m ď n we have

}QtpV 1Kc
n
q ´QtpV 1Kc

m
q}V “ }QtpV 1Kn´Kmq}V ď ε

and therefore
}QtpV 1Kc

m
q{V } ď ε.

Now, assume that for any ε ą 0 there exists some nε ě 1 such that

@n ě nε }QtpV 1Kc
n
q{V } ď ε.

For any }f}V ď 1, we have

}Qtpfq ´Qtp1Knfq}V ď }QtpV 1Kc
n
q{V } ď ε.

Arguing as above, using the fact that f P BV pEq ÞÑ 1Knf P BV pEq is a finite range
compact operator we conclude that Qt is compact on BV pEq. We conclude that

Qt compact on BV pEq ðñ @ε ą 0 DKε finite s.t. }Qtp1Kc
ε
V q}V ď ε.
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Whenever E is compact, by a theorem of de Pagter (cf. [157, Theorem 4.2.2]), a
compact and irreducible positive operator Qt on CpEq has a positive spectral radius
rpQtq ą 0, while its essential spectral radius is null. Applying the Krein-Rutman
theorem (cf. [93, 151, Theorem 1.1]), there exists some non-negative and non-zero
measure ν8 P MpEq “ CpEq1 and a non-negative and non-zero function h P CpEq
such that

ν8Qt “ eρt ν8 and Qtphq “ eρt h with ρ “ log rpQ1q. (83)

This yields the fixed point equation

η8 :“ ν8{ν8p1q “ Φtpη8q.

More generally, when E is compact and Qτ is a positive operator from BpEq into
itself, the Schauder fixed-point theorem ensures the existence of a fixed point

η8 “ Φτ pη8q P PpEq and @t P T pτq, η8pQtpfqq “ η8pfq η8pQτ p1qq
t{τ .

Note that the right-hand side assertion is a direct consequence of the product formula
(6).

For potentially non-compact spaces, condition (47) is met as soon as Qτ pV q{V P
C0pEq and Qτ is a quasi-compact operator from BV pEq into itself and mapping BV pEq
into CV pEq. Several sufficient conditions in terms of the Lyapunov functions V ě 1
ensuring the quasi-compactness properties of Qτ are discussed in [100, 119, 161], see
also Lemma 3.4 and Remark 3.5 in the present article. For a more detailed discussion
on quasi-compact and compact operators we refer to [94, 151, 157, 160] and references
therein.

For potentially non-compact space E we have the following Krylov-Bogolioubov
type theorem, which is of interest in its own right.

Theorem 3.7. Assume that Qτ pCbpEqq Ă CbpEq. Then the mapping Φτ has at least
one invariant probability measure η8 if and only if there exists some probability mea-
sure η such that the flow Φtpηq indexed by t P T pτq is tight and we have

βtpηq :“ ΦtpηqpQτ p1qq Ps0, 1s ÝÑtÑ8 β8pηq ą 0. (84)

Whenever these conditions are met we have β8pηq “ η8pQτ p1qq.

The proof of the above theorem is provided in section 4.4. Related equivalent
conditions for the existence of quasi-invariant measures are discussed in [138] for
models such that Qτ pC0pEqq Ă C0pEq, see also [97].

4 Proofs of the stability theorems

4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.5

This section is mainly concerned with the proof of Theorem 2.5. For any µ P PV pEq
and n ě 1 we set

εnpµq :“ θpκV pµq ` nq.
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Applying Markov’s inequality we have

Φs,tpµqpVcεnpµqq “ Φs,tpµqpV ě θ´1
pεnpµqqq ď κV pµq{pκV pµq ` nq ą 0.

We conclude that
$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

@0 ă ε ď ε1pµq inf Φs,tpµqpVε1pµqq ě 1´
1

1` 1{κV pµq
ą 0

and inf Φs,tpµqpVεnpµqq ě
1

1` κV pµq{n
ÝÑnÑ8 1.

(85)

In the above display, the infimum are taken over all indices ps, tq such that t P T pτq
and s P Ttpτq.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that (16) and (17) are satisfied some locally bounded function
V with compact level sets. Then the Lyapunov estimate (36) is satisfied.

Proof. For any n ě 1 we set εn :“ θpηpV q ` nq. For any s P T pτq and 0 ă ε ď ε1{λ
´,

thanks to (16), we have the estimate

Qs,s`τ pV q{V ă ε λ´ 1Kεpsqc ` }θpV q} 1Kεpsq,

with the compact sets Kεpsq are defined by

Kεpsq :“
 

Qs,s`τ pV q{V ě ελ´
(

Ă K´ε :“
 

θpV q ě ελ´
(

.

On the other hand, for any s, s` τ P Ttpτq we have

R
ptq
s,s`τ pV {Hs`τ,tq

pV {Hs,tq
“

1

λs,s`τ

Qs,s`τ pV q

V
.

This yields the estimate

R
ptq
s,s`τ pV {Hs`τ,tq

pV {Hs,tq
ď

λ´

λs,s`τ

ˆ

ε 1Kεpsqc `
}θpV q}

λ´
1Kεpsq

˙

ď ε 1Kεpsqc `
}θpV q}

λ´
1Kεpsq,

from which we check that

R
ptq
s,s`τ pV {Hs`τ,tq ď ε pV {Hs,tq `

}θpV q}

λ´
sup
K´ε
pV {Hs,tq.

Now, choosing n ě 1 sufficiently large such that

εn ď ε λ´ ď ε1 _ εH ,
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we have
K´ε “

 

θpV q ě ε λ´
(

Ă Vεn :“ tθpV q ě εnu .

By (17) this yields the uniform estimate

sup
K´ε
pV {Hs,tq ď ςεpHq

´1 sup
Vεn

V ă 8.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Observe that

}H}V “ 1 ùñ H ď V and Hs,t “ Qs,tpHq ď Qs,tpV q.

This implies that

λ´ Hs,t{V ď λs,s`τ Hs,t{V “ Qs,s`τ pHs`τ,tq{V ď Qs,s`τ pV q{V.

Combining this with pH1q, we obtain the estimate

λ´ Vθ ď V {Hs,t with Vθ :“ 1{θpV q.

Notice that Vθ has compact level sets and for any r ě 1 we have

tV {Hs,t ď ru Ă tVθ ď r{λ´u.

This implies that V {Hs,t also has compact level sets. Under pH0q (which holds under
pH1q), for any r ě r1 :“ λ´r0 we have

sup
pV {Hs,tqpxq_pV {Hs,tqpyqďr

›

›

›
δxR

ptq
s,s`τ ´ δyR

ptq
s,s`τ

›

›

›

tv
ď 1´ αpr{λ´q ă 1.

Now, due to the previous lemma, (36) holds which in turn implies that

R
ptq
s,s`τ pWs`τ,tq ď ε Ws,t ` 1

with the collection of functions Ws,t ě 1 defined by

ε

c

V

Hs,t

ď Ws,t :“ 1`
ε

c

V

Hs,t

ď

´

1`
ε

c

¯ V

Hs,t

.

Then, for any r ě εr1{c we have

sup
Ws,tpxq_Ws,tpyqďr

}δxR
ptq
s,s`τ ´ δyR

ptq
s,s`τ}tv ď 1´ α

´ c r

ελ´

¯

ă 1.

The estimate (35) is now a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2. This ends the proof of
the theorem.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.9

Proof. Observe that
λs,t Hs,t R

ptq
s,tpf{Hq “ Qs,tpfq,

which implies that

ΨHs,tpµqR
ptq
s,tpf{Hq “

µpQs,tpfqq

µpQs,tpHqq
“

Φs,tpµqpfq

Φs,tpµqpHq
.

Combining this with (11) and the estimate (68) we have

}Φs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηq}V “ }Ψ1{HpΨHs,tpµqR
ptq
s,tq ´Ψ1{HpΨHs,tpηqR

ptq
s,tq}V

ď Φs,tpµqpHq p1` Φs,tpηqpV qq ˆ }
`

ΨHs,tpµq ´ΨHs,tpηq
˘

R
ptq
s,t}V {H .

Applying (35) to u “ t we find that

}Φs,tpµq ´ Φs,tpηq}V ď κHpµq p1` κV pηqq a e
´bpt´sq

}ΨHs,tpµq ´ΨHs,tpηq}V {Hs,t .

On the other hand, applying (69) we check that

}ΨHs,tpµq ´ΨHs,tpηq}V {Hs,t ď
1

µpHs,tq

ˆ

1`
ηpV q

ηpHs,tq

˙

}µ´ η}V .

This ends the proof of the theorem.

4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.17

This section is mainly concerned with the proof of Theorem 2.17 on the stability of
the time homogeneous models discussed in (47).

Lemma 4.2. For any ε ą 0 we have the Foster-Lyapunov inequality

P h
τ pV {hq ă ε pV {hq 1Kc

ε,τ
` cε,τ 1Kε,τ (86)

with the parameter cε,τ and the compact set Kτ,ε given by

cε,τ :“ e´ρτ }Qτ pV q{V } sup
Kε,τ

pV {hq and Kτ,ε :“ tQτ pV q{V ě ε eρτu.

Proof. For any ε ą 0 we have

V h :“ V {h ùñ P h
τ pV

h
q{V h

“ e´ρτQτ pV q{V ă ε1Kc
ε
` e´ρτ}Qτ pV q{V }1Kε,τ .

This readily yields the estimate (86).
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Proposition 4.3. For any µ P PV {hpEq we have

0 ă κpµq :“ inf
tPT pτq

µP h
t p1{hq ď κhV {h pµq :“ sup

tPT pτq
µP h

t pV {hq ă 8.

In addition, for any η P PV pEq we have the estimates

0 ă κ´h pηq ď κV pηq ă 8. (87)

Proof. Following word-for-word the same arguments as the proof of (74) the Foster-
Lyapunov estimate (86) implies that

κhV {h pµq ď µpV {hq ` cε,τ p1´ εq
´1
ă 8.

Now, we come to the proof of the left-hand side estimate. Since h P B0,V pEq and
}h}V “ 1 the function V {h ě 1 has compact level sets and h is bounded on compact
sets. Since h P B`V pEq we also have infK h ą 0 for any compact set K Ă E. Consider
the compact sets Kh

V {hpδq indexed by δ Ps0, 1r and defined by

Kh
V {hpµ, δq :“ tx : δV pxq{hpxq ď κhV {h pµqu.

Arguing as in (75), we have

inf
tPT pτq

µP h
t

`

Kh
V {hpµ, δq

˘

ě 1´ δ and κpµq ě p1´ δq{ sup
Kh
V {h

pµ,δq

h.

Observe that
sup
tPT pτq

ΨhpηqP
h
t pV {hq ď ηpV q{ηphq ` cε,τ p1´ εq

´1

and consider the compact sets

KV pη, δq :“ tx : δV pxq ď ηpV q{ηphq ` cε,τ p1´ εq
´1
u Ă E.

Arguing as above, we check that

inf
tPT pτq

ΨhpηqP
h
t pKV pη, δqq ě 1´ δ and inf

tPT pτq
ΨhpηqP

h
t p1{hq ě

p1´ δq

supKV pη,δq h
.

This yields for any t P T pτq and δ Ps0, 1r the uniform estimate

ΦtpηqpV q “
ΨhpηqP

h
t pV {hq

ΨhpηqP h
t p1{hq

ď
ηpV q{ηphq ` cε,τ p1´ εq

´1

p1´ δq{supKV pη,δq h
.

This implies that κV pηq ă 8. This also ensures that the sequence of probability
measures Φs,tpηq indexed by s ď t is tight. Choosing the compact set

Kpδ, ηq :“ tx P E : δ V pxq ď κV pηqu (88)

we readily check that

Φs,tpηqphq ě

ˆ

inf
Kpδ,ηq

h

˙

Φs,tpηqpKpδ, ηqq ě p1´ δq

ˆ

inf
Kpδ,ηq

h

˙

ą 0.

We conclude that κ´h pηq ą 0.
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Proof of Theorem 2.17. The last assertion has been checked in (87). Observe that

p86q ùñ P h
τ pW q ď ε W ` 1

with the function W ě 1 defined by

ε

cε,τ

V

h
ď W :“ 1`

ε

cε,τ

V

h
ď

ˆ

1`
ε

cε,τ

˙

V

h
, (89)

which has compact level sets. On the other hand, by (48) we have

sup
W pxq_W pyqďr

}δxP
h
τ ´ δyP

h
τ }tv ď 1´ αpcε,τr{εq.

The estimate (49) is now a direct consequence of (76) and the estimates (89). The
proof of the theorem is now completed.

4.4 Proof of Theorem 3.7

Proof. One direction of the proof is obvious. Indeed, if Φτ has at least one invariant
probability measure η8 choosing η “ η8 the measure Φtpη8q “ η8 is tight and
βtpη8q “ η8pQτ p1qq.

Conversely, assume that for some η the sequence of probability measures Φtpηq
is tight and (84) is satisfied. In this situation, for any ε ą 0 there exists a compact
Kε Ă E such that

ΦtpηqpQτ p1qq ě Φtpηqp1KεQτ p1qq ě p1´ εq inf
Kε
Qτ p1q and β8pηq ą 0.

We simplify the notation and write βn and β8 instead of βnτ pηq and β8pηq. Consider
the probability measures

ηm :“
1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

Φkτ pηq ùñ ηmpQτ p1qq “
1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

βk ÝÑmÑ8 β8.

There exists at least one probability measure η8 :“ $pηq and a sub-sequencemk ÑkÑ8

8 such that ηmk converges weakly to η8 as k Ñ 8. Hence, ηmk and Φpηmkq converge
weakly to η8 and Φpη8q, respectively, as mÑ 8. In addition, we have

Φnτ pηqpQτ pfqq “ Φnτ pηqpQτ p1qq Φpn`1qτ pµ0qpfq.

This yields the formula

Φτ pηmq “
ÿ

0ďkăm

βk
ř

0ďlăm βl
Φpk`1qτ pµ0q
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from which we check that

Φτ pηmq ´ ηm “
1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

ˆ

βk
1
m

ř

0ďlăm βl
´ 1

˙

Φpk`1qτ pµ0q

`
1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

`

Φpk`1qτ pµ0q ´ Φkτ pηq
˘

.

As a result

Φτ pηmq ´ ηm

“
1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

ˆ

βk
1
m

ř

0ďlăm βl
´ 1

˙

Φpk`1qτ pηq `
1

m
pΦpk`1qτ pηq ´ ηq.

On the other hand, we have

1

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

βk ´
1

m

ÿ

0ďlăm

βl

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
2

m

ÿ

0ďkăm

|βk ´ β8| ÝÑmÑ8 0.

For any f P CbpEq we conclude that

|pΦτ pηmkq ´ ηmkqpfq| ÝÑkÑ8 0 and therefore η8 “ Φτ pη8q.

The last assertion follows from the fact that

ηmkpQτ p1qq “
1

mk

mk´1
ÿ

l“0

βl ÝÑmÑ8 β8 “ η8pQτ p1qq.

This ends the proof of the theorem.

A Proofs of the technical lemmas

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1.3

In this section, we will work under the assumptions imposed by pH1q. Recall that the
function H P B`V pEq is chosen such that }H}V “ 1 and we have Qt,t`τ pHq ą 0 for any
t P T and τ ą 0.

Further recall that from section 1.5, for any u, t P T , we have

λu,tHu,t “ Qu,tpHq “: hu,t ùñ Qs,uphu,tq “ hs,t ą 0. (90)

We also recall that we assume (19) and (20) are satisfied. To simplify the notation,
we write ν instead of ντ . In this notation, for any 0 ă ε ă ε1 there exist finite constants
0 ă ι´ε ď ιε ă 8 such that for any t P T we have

ι´ε 1Vεpxq νpdyq 1Vεpyq ď 1Vεpxq Qt,t`τ px, dyq 1Vεpyq ď ιε 1Vεpxq νpdyq 1Vεpyq. (91)

The next lemma is a slight modification of [178, Proposition 1].
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Lemma A.1. There exists λ0 ą 0 and a finite constant c0 ă 8 such that for any
s, t P T pτq and η P PV pEq we have

R
ptq
s,t

ˆ

V

H

˙

ď e´λ0pt´sq
V

hs,t
` c0 and lim sup

tÑ8

e´λ0pt´sq

ηphs,tq
“ 0. (92)

In addition, we have the uniform estimates stated in (21).

Proof. We set
hVs,t :“ hs,t{}hs,t}V and βptqs,u “ }hs,t}V {}hu,t}V .

We have

R
ptq
s,s`τ

ˆ

V

hVs`τ,t

˙

:“
1

β
ptq
s,s`τ

V

hVs,t

Qs,s`τ pV q

V
and Qs,s`τ ph

V
s`τ,tq “ β

ptq
s,s`τ h

V
s,t.

Using (14) and (91) and recalling that Qt,t`τ pV q{V ď θpV q, for any 0 ď ε ă ε1 we
check that

R
ptq
s,s`τ

ˆ

V

hVs`τ,t

˙

ď
ε

β
ptq
s,s`τ

V

hVs,t
`

aε
νp1Vεh

V
s`τ q

with aε :“ sup
Vε
pθpV qV q{ι´ε .

This implies that

R
ptq
s,s`nτ

ˆ

V

hVs`nτ,t

˙

ď
ε

β
ptq
s`pn´1qτ,s`nτ

R
ptq
s,s`pn´1qτ

˜

V

hVs`pn´1qτ,t

¸

`
aε

νp1Vεh
V
s`nτ,tq

.

Applying the above to s` nτ “ t we obtain the formula

R
ptq
s,t

ˆ

V

H

˙

ď
εn

β
ptq
s,t

V

hVs,t
`

ÿ

1ďkďn

εn´k

β
ptq
s`kτ,t

aε
νp1Vεh

V
s`kτ,tq

“
εn

hs,t
V `

ÿ

1ďkďn

εn´k
aε

νp1Vεhs`kτ,tq
.

Observe that for any 0 ă ε ď ε2 ă ε1 we have Vε2 Ă Vε. Thus, for any k ď n and
t “ s` nτ we have the lower bound estimate

1Vεpxqhs`kτ,s`nτ pxq ě 1Vε2 pxqQs`kτ,s`pk`1qτ1Vε2 . . . Qs`pn´1qτ,s`nτ p1Vε2Hqpxq

ě 1Vε2 pxq

ˆ

inf
Vε2

H

˙

pι´ε2νpVε2qq
n´k.

Choosing 0 ă ε ă ε3 :“ ε2 ^ pι
´
ε2
νpVε2q{2q we conclude that

R
ptq
s,t

ˆ

V

H

˙

ď
εn

hs,t
V `

2aε
νpVε2q

1

infVε2 H
.
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In the same vein, for any η P PV pEq we have

ηphs,s`nτ q ě ηpVε2q
ˆ

inf
Vε2

H

˙

pι´ε2 νpVε2qq
n
ě ηpVε2q

ˆ

inf
Vε2

H

˙

p2εqn.

This yields the estimate

εpt´sq{τ

ηphs,tq
ď 2´pt´sq{τ

1

ηpVε2q infVε2 H
.

To summarise: there exists some ε3 ą 0 such that for any s, t P T pτq s.t. s ď t P T pτq
and for any 0 ă ε ă ε3 we have

R
ptq
s,t pV {Hq ď

εpt´sq{τ

hs,t
V ` cε and lim sup

tÑ8

εpt´sq{τ

ηphs,tq
“ 0.

This ends the proof of (92). The last assertion follows from the fact that

´

Ψhs,t pηqR
ptq
s,t

¯

pV {Hq ď
e´λ0pt´sq

ηphs,tq
ηpV q ` c0 ď c1pηq

for some finite constant c1pηq ă 8. This implies that the sequence of probability
measures

Ψhs,t pηqR
ptq
s,t

indexed by s, t P T pτq is tight. More precisely, choosing the compact set

Kε,η :“ tx P E : ε pV {Hqpxq ď c1pηqu

we have
´

Ψhs,t pηqR
ptq
s,t

¯

pKc
ε,ηq ď ε so that

´

Ψhs,t pηqR
ptq
s,t

¯

p1{Hq ě
1´ ε

supKε,η H
.

On the other hand, we have

Φs,tpηqpV q “ Ψ1{H

´

Ψhs,t pηqR
ptq
s,t

¯

pV q ď c1pηq
supKε,η H

1´ ε
.

We conclude that κV pηq ă 8. This also shows that the sequence of probability
measures Φs,tpηq indexed by s ď t is tight. Choosing the compact set

Kε,η :“ tx P E : ε V pxq ď κV pηqu (93)

we readily check that

Φs,tpηqpHq ě

ˆ

inf
Kε,η

H

˙

Φs,tpηqpKε,ηq ě p1´ εq

ˆ

inf
Kε,η

H

˙

ą 0.
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We conclude that κ´Hpηq ą 0. This ends the proof of the left-hand side estimate in
(21).

Also observe that for any 0 ă ε ă ε0 we have

p91q ùñ inf
tPT pτq

inf
Vε
Qt,t`τ p1q ě νpVεq ą 0. (94)

Thus, for any t P T pτq and 0 ă ε ă ε0 we have

Φs,tpηqpQt,t`τ p1qq ě Φs,tpηq p1VεQt,t`τ p1qq ě Φs,tpηqpVεq νpVεq.

By choosing ε “ εn :“ θpκV pηq ` nq for some n ě 1 we check that

Vεn “ tx P E : V pxq ď κV pηq ` nu and Φs,tpηqpVεnq ě
1

1` κV pηq{n
ą 0.

Similarly, we have

Φs,tpηqpQt,t`τ p1qq ď Φs,tpηqpV Qt,t`τ pV q{V q ď }θpV q} κV pηq.

This ends the proof of the left-hand side estimate in (21). The proof of the lemma is
completed.

The next result is a variation of [178, lemma 10].

Lemma A.2. We have the estimates (17). In addition, for any 0 ă δ ă 1 there exists
some 0 ă ε ď ε1 such that the following uniform compact-approximation estimate holds

sup
tPT pτq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQt,t`τ ´ 1Vε Qt,t`τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ă δ and sup

tPT pτq
sup
sPTtpτq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQs,t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ă 8. (95)

Proof. We start by proving the estimates given in (95). We use the same notation as
in the proof of Lemma 4.1. For any n ě 1 such that ε´n :“ εn{λ

´ ă 1 we have
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1Vcεn Qs,s`τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V

“
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQs,s`τ ´ 1Vεn Qs,s`τ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
“

1

λs,s`τ
}pQs,s`τ pV q{V q 1Vcεn } ă ε´n .

This yields the left-hand side estimate in (95).
For the right-hand side, for any i P t0, 1un and 1 ď k ď n, we set

lpiq :“ inf t1 ď k ă n : pik, ik`1q “ p1, 1qu

and
t0, 1unk “ ti P t0, 1u

n : lpiq “ ku

with the convention that

t0, 1unn “ ti P t0, 1u
n : @1 ď k ă n : pik, ik`1q “ p1, 1qu.
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Further, set
Vεp0q “ Vcε and Vεp1q “ Vε.

Then we may decompose Q as follows:

Qs0,sn “
ÿ

iPt0,1un

1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQs0,sn

“
ÿ

1ďkďn

ÿ

iPt0,1unk

1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,sn

Our aim is to obtain suitable bounds for the summands in the above decomposi-
tion. To this end, set for any 0 ă ε ď εn

νεpdxq :“
νpdxq1Vεpxq

νpVεq
.

Using this and the notation introduced in (91), we have

1Vεpxq Qs,s`τ

`

1Vε Qs`τ,tpV q
˘

pxq

ď ιε
ν p1Vε Qs`τ,tpV qq

ηs pQs,s`τQs`τ,tp1qq
ď ιε

ν p1Vε Qs`τ,tpV qq

ηs p1Vε Qs,s`τ1Vε Qs`τ,tp1qq

ď
ιε

ηspVεq
ν p1Vε Qs`τ,tpV qq

ν p1Vε Qs`τ,tp1qq
“

ιε{ι
´
ε

ηspVεq
Φs`τ,t pνεq pV q ď κV pνεq

ιε{ι
´
ε

ηspVεq
.

This yields the uniform estimate

1Vεn pxqQs,s`τ

`

1VεnQs`τ,tpV q
˘

pxq ď ι1εn :“

ˆ

ιεn
ι´εn

˙

κV pνεnq

ˆ

1`
ηpV q

n

˙

.

Next fix 1 ď k ă n Then one has

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,sn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď ι1εn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpikqQsk´1,sk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V

ď ι1εn

ź

1ďmďk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1VεpimqQsm´1,sm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
(96)

ď ι1εn

ź

1ďmďk

}θpV q}1im“1
`

ε´n
˘1im“0

“ ι1εn}θpV q}
řk
m“1 1im“1

`

ε´n
˘

řk
m“1 1im“0 (97)

Similarly, for the case k “ n, we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,sn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď }θpV q}

řn
m“1 1im“1

`

ε´n
˘

řn
m“1 1im“0 . (98)
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Now note that for any i P t0, 1un we have

ÿ

1ďkďn

1ik“1 ď
n` 1

2
`

1

2

ÿ

1ďkăn

1pik,ik`1q“p1,1q.

This follows from the fact that

n´ 1 ě
ÿ

1ďkăn

`

1pik,ik`1q“p1,0q ` 1pik,ik`1q“p0,1q

˘

“

˜

2
ÿ

1ďkďn

1ik“1 ´ p1in“1 ` 1i1“1q

¸

´
ÿ

1ďkăn

1pik,ik`1q“p1,1q

ě 2

˜

ÿ

1ďkďn

1ik“1 ´ 1

¸

´
ÿ

1ďkăn

1pik,ik`1q“p1,1q.

Equivalently, we have

ÿ

1ďkďn

1ik“0 ě
n´ 1

2
´

1

2

ÿ

1ďkăn

1pik,ik`1q“p1,1q.

Further observe that for any i P t0, 1unk with 1 ď k ď n we have

k
ÿ

m“1

1pim,im`1q“p1,1q “ 0 ùñ
k
ÿ

m“1

1im“1 ď
k ` 1

2
and

k
ÿ

m“1

1im“0 ě
k ´ 1

2
.

From (97) and (98), respectively, we conclude that for any i P t0, 1unk with 1 ď k ă n
we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,sn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď ι1εn p1_ }θpV q}q

pk`1q{2
`

ε´n
˘pk´1q{2

.

and for k “ n, we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ1Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,sn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ď p1_ }θpV q}qpn`1q{2

`

ε´n
˘pn´1q{2

.

We end the proof of the right-hand side estimate in (95) by choosing n ě 1 such that

ε´n ă 1^ p1{}θpV q}q.

Now for the estimates in (17), observe that

H ď V ùñ |||H|||V :“ sup
tPT pτq

sup
sPTtpτq

}Qs,tpHq}V ď sup
tPT pτq

sup
sPTtpτq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇQs,t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V
ă 8.

This yields right-hand side estimate in (17).
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The proof of the left-hand side estimate in (17) follows the same lines of arguments
as those given for (95), thus it is only sketched. Using the same notation as above,
we have

ηs0Qs0,snp1q “
ÿ

1ďkďn

ÿ

iPt0,1unk

ηs01Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,snp1q.

For any i P t0, 1unk for some 1 ď k ă n, we also have

ηs01Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,snp1q

ď ιε ηs0pV 1Vεpi1qQ
V
s0,s1

. . . 1VεpikqQ
V
sk´1,sk

p1Vεqq νp1VεQsk`1,snp1qq

ď ιε ηpV q p1_ }θpV q}q
pk`1q{2 εpk´1q{2 νp1VεQsk`1,snp1qq,

with QV
s,tpfq :“ Qs,tpfV q{V. For any ε ď ε1 we have

1VεpxqQs0,snpHqpxq

ě 1Vεpxq 1Vε1 pxq
`

Qs0,s11Vε1Qs1,snpHq
˘

pxq ě ι´ε 1Vεpxq ν
`

1Vε1Qs1,snpHq
˘

.

In addition, we have

ν
`

1Vε1Qs1,snpHq
˘

ě ν
`

1Vε1Qs1,s21Vε . . . Qsk´1,sk1VεQsk,sk`1
1VεQsk`1,snpHq

˘

ě ι´ε ν
`

1Vε1Qs1,s21Vε . . . Qsk´1,sk1Vε
˘

νp1VεQsk`1,snpHqq.

This yields the estimate

1Vεpxq Qs0,snpHq ě 1Vεpxq pι
´
ε q

2
pι´ε1ν pVε1qq

k νp1VεQsk`1,snpHqq.

from which we check that

1Vεpxq
`

ηs01Vεpi1qQs0,s1 . . . 1VεpinqQsn´1,snp1q
˘

{Qs0,snpHqpxq

ď pιε{εq pηpV q{κ
´
Hpνεqq

`

ε p1_ }θpV q}q{pι´ε1ν pVε1qq
2
˘k{2

.

The end of the proof of the left-hand side assertion in (17) now follows word-for-word
the same lines of arguments as the proof of the right-hand side estimate in (17), thus
it is skipped. The proof of the lemma is now completed.
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A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1

Proof. Observe that for any f such that }f}V ď 1, we have

pΨ1{hpµ1q ´Ψ1{hpµ2qqpfq “
1

µ1p1{hq
pµ1 ´ µ2qpgq

with the function
g :“ p1{hqpf ´Ψ1{hpµ2qpfqq P BV {hpEq.

Note that

g

V {h
“
f ´Ψ1{hpµ2qpfq

V
“
f

V
´

Ψ1{hpµ2qpV f{V q

V
ùñ }g}V {h ď 1`

µ2pV {hq

µ2p1{hq
.

This ends the proof of the first assertion. Now, for any }f}V {h ď 1 we have

pΨhpµ1q ´Ψhpµ2qqpfq “
1

µ1phq
pµ1 ´ µ2qpgq

with the function

g :“ hpf ´Ψhpµ2qpfqq

ùñ
|g|

V
ď 1`

h

V

µ2pV q

µ2phq
ď 1`

µ2pV q

µ2phq
ùñ }g}V ď 1`

µ2pV q

µ2phq
.

This ends the proof of the lemma.

A.3 Proof of Lemma 3.2

Proof. We set ps, tq “ p1, 2q and P “ P1,2, and V ρ
i :“ 1{2 ` ρVi, with i P t1, 2u and

ρ Ps0, 1r. We also consider the function ∆ρ on E2
1 defined for any px, yq P E2

1 by

∆ρpx, yq :“
}δxP ´ δyP }V ρ2
}δx ´ δy}V ρ1

ď
}δxP ´ δyP }tv

1` ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq
`
ρpP pV2qpxq ` P pV2qpyqq

1` ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq
.

Using the left-hand side estimate in (72), we have

P pV2qpxq ` P pV2qpyq ď εpV1pxq ` V1pyqq ` 2

“ pV1pxq ` V1pyqq

ˆ

ε`
2

pV1pxq ` V1pyqq

˙

.

When V1pxq ` V1pyq ě r this yields the estimate

∆ρpx, yq ď
1

1` ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq
`

ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq

1` ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq

ˆ

ε`
2

r

˙

“ 1´

ˆ

1´
1

1` ρppV1pxq ` V1pyqq

˙ˆ

1´

ˆ

ε`
2

r

˙˙

ď 1´ d1
ρ,
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with

d1
ρ :“

ˆ

1´
1

1` 2ρr

˙ˆ

1´

ˆ

ε`
2

r

˙˙

.

Recalling that Vi ě 1 we have

P pV2q{V1 ď 1` ε.

This implies that for any px, yq such that V1pxq ` V1pyq ď r we have

ρV1pxqpP pV2qpxq{V1pxqq ` ρV1pyq pP pV2qpyq{V1pyqq

1` ρpV1pxq ` V1pyqq
ď p1` εq

ρr

1` ρ
,

where we have also used the fact that ρ ă 1. This yields the estimate

∆ρpx, yq ď 1´ d2
ρ :“

1´ αprq

1` 2ρ
`

ρr

1` 2ρ
p1` εq.

Observe that

ρ ď
1

1` ε

αprq

r
ùñ 1´ d2

ρ ď
1

1` 2ρ
ă 1.

Recalling that αprq ą 0 for some r ą rε :“ 2{p1´ εq we have

2

r
ă 1´ ε ùñ 0 ă d1

ρ “

ˆ

1´
1

1` 2ρr

˙ˆ

1´

ˆ

ε`
2

r

˙˙

ă 1.

Choosing

r “ rεp1` δ1q and ρ “
δ2

1` ε

αprq

2r

for some 0 ă δ1 ď 1 and 0 ă δ2 ď 1 we have

0 ă
δ2

3
αprq p1´ εq

δ1

2
ă d1

ρ “
αprqδ2

p1` εq ` αprqδ2

p1´ εq
δ1

1` δ1

ă 1,

which implies that

1´ d1
ρ ď 1´ αprq p1´ εq

δ1δ2

6

and

1´ d2
ρ “

1´ αprq ` ρrp1` εq

1` 2ρ
“

1´ αprqp1´ δ2{2q

1` 2ρ
ď 1´ αprqp1´ δ2{2q.

Then setting

δ1 “
6

1´ ε

1´ δ2{2

δ2

we can check that

p1´ d1
ρq _ p1´ d

2
ρq ď 1´ αprqp1´ δ2{2q.
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For any 0 ă δ ď 1 we set

rεpδq :“ r0 _ rε

ˆ

1`
1

1´ ε

ˆ

3` 6

ˆ

1

δ
´ 1

˙˙˙

ρεpδq :“
δ

1` ε

αprεpδqq

2rεpδq
.

We conclude that

βV δ,ε1 ,V δ,ε2
pP q “ sup

x,yPE

}δxP ´ δyP }V δ,ε2

V δ,ε
1 pxq ` V δ,ε

1 pyq
ď 1´

`

d1
ρεpδq ^ d

2
ρεpδq

˘

ď 1´ αprεpδqqp1´ δ{2q.

This ends the proof of the lemma.
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